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Activists warn of 
CIA on campus.· 
By Mark Grundstrom the Senate Church Committee 
E~-CIA officials Johrt Stock- in- 1975, there has been over 
well and Ralph McGehee ac- 2_;000 major operations and 
cused the CIA of infiltrating several thousand minor oper-
college campuses through both ations sin:Ce the second World 
overt and covert action during War, said .McGehee. 
a lecture in the Granite State Currently, McGehee is com-
Room yesterday afternoon. piling a library of information 
Stockwell and McGehee are on CIA covert activities on a data 
currently members of ARDIS, based computer. This informa-
The Association for Respon- tion will be-accessible ro ·imyone 
sible Dissent. · interested. . · 
.. According to McGehee,_an ex- According to Kristy Markey, 
CIA official with 2 S years of member of the Student- Action 
first-hand experience, overt CIA Committee, Stockwell and 
recruitment on campus has McGehee decided to speak at 
es·calated, and with it, student UNH after becomipg aware of 
demonstrations have increased. last November's arrest of nine 
"The-re has been so much students, stemming from anti- _ 
protest raised . lately, thank CIA Recruitment Demonstra-
God," said McGehee. According tion. 
to McGehee, covert CIA activity Stockwell, an ex-CIA director 
amongst American campuses _known for his involvement in 
is still going on. Angola in 1977, said it is crucial 
McGehee said that from 1968 for ARDIS to inform people in 
to 1974, there were Chaos New Hampshire of CIA manip-
operations .Performed by the ulation, since the New Hamp-
CIA. "The CIA created ties with shire Primaries are so important 
campus police in order- to in- in the Presidential Election. 
filtrate progressive student Stockw~ll said, "We're trying 
networks;" said McGehee. to make the candidates focus on 
_ "They also used college ad- covert action poficy performed 
minisrrator.s for recruitment by Jhe CIA" 
purposes ... These people would, · When asked°"wherher it mat- ·, 
keep their eyes open for right ters who our next president is, 
wing students." These covert with respect to stopping CIA 
anions have supposed 1 y covert activity, Stockwell said,-
stopped, he said. "I think this election is very 
McGehee called the CIA "no- important. We have people on 
thing more than a covert op- the scene today that are strongly 
eration agency." According m opposed to past CIA activity-
Mother Nature at her best _ (Tel Mckey photo) 
Paul Simon campaign Representative Dan Callahan and-John Stockwell. 
... Dukakis, Simon and Jackson 
have all made verbal positions 
against the present day situation 
in Central America.Jackson said 
he wouldn't be afraid to prose-
cute." 
Last evening Qan Callahan, 
a representative for Simon's 
campaign, said that Paul Simon 
wants the CIA to act as a 
intelligence. gather.ing agency, 
not as a police force. If Simon 
is elected, he would also require 
CIA ~gents to be multilingual, 
Callahan said. , 
Stockwell said if Vic;e Pres-
ident Bush is elected in 1988, 
' "The next phase of Reagan 
revolution would begin." 
Stockwell added, "This is a 
democracy, by the way--oi; at 
least it's supposed to be. We can 
lobby and demonstrate. We can 
vote on policies and on the 
people in office. We can even 
yore people out of office." 
McGehee drew upon his ex-
periences in Vietnam and Thai-
land, saying that the "Vietnam 
war changed me from an Ollie 
North to what I am now." 
, McGehee stressed that CIA 
covert techniques are very uni-
form. He said many Third 
World countries have learned 
about our deceitful techniques~ 
(Peter Tamposi photo) 
According to McGehee, the 
only reasonable solution is to 
educate yourself and others of 
the atrocities coming from CIA 
covert activity.-
In a que~tion and answer 
period last evening, Jeremy 
Varon, a student activist"-from 
· Brown, touched on the impor-
qrnce of s,tudent demonstra-
tions, saying "Essentially, we· 
want to send a message of 
dissent to the CIA. .. and the CIA 
· just dismisses these criticisms." 
According to Varon, it is the 
duty of aware students to pledge 
themselves .to action. 
Judicial system reviewed 
By Beth Ineson 
Provoked by the painful and 
controversial events surround-
ing the Stoke sexual ass·ault 
incident last spring, a University 
Task Force on Rules and Reg-
ulations has published a 42-page 
recommendation for changes 
in the University Judicial System 
that include a new name, total 
reorganization, and more stu-
dent involvement. 
The introduction to the re-
port states that the Task Force 
felt it was imperative to respond 
to "the women who feel it is 
futile to bring their complaints 
of sexual exploitation to the 
Judicial Board, to students of 
both sexes who fear that they 
will be treated unfairly, and to 
the residential community who 
view due process as a justifica-
tion for-lenience." 
The task force recommends 
these _changes, to be implement~ 
ed by June of 1988. 
• The hearing board structure 
will be changed to include 
Residential Area Boards, a 
Student· Organizations conduct 
board, a University Conduct 
Board, and a University Appeals 
Board. 
• A preliminary meeting struc-
ture will be implemented which 
will allow students and admin-
istrators to agree on violations 
and actions to be taken without 
a formal hearing process if both 
parties agree. 
• Service on boards and other 
service to the student conduct 
system be understood as valu-
able community service (similar 
to jury duty) and that those 
employees who serve be formal-
ly appointed .and given approp-
riate release time. 
• Alleged violations by Greek 
and other student organizations 
be heard by a student organi-
zation conduct board composed 
of Greeks, non-Greeks, faculty, 
and staff. 
Jl)DICIAL, page 5 
La8ouche states his case 
By Rob I Matthews beliefs of a breakdown in public 
Democratic Presidential can- morality as the cause of several 
didate Lyndon LaRouche con- crises, LaRouche attacked what 
demned the pessimism of to- he calls "cultural p.essimism." 
day's youth in a speech to a smap "In cultural pessimism, if you 
audience Tuesday in the Straf- tell a human being th'at there 
ford Room of the MUB. is no future, that nobody cares 
"What is the problen;i of the about his or her mind, then 
average young person in this what's he going to say? He's 
country? They(are convinced gonna say then, 'Man, how do 
that there is no future," he said. I get rny kicks to live though this 
Sparked by a question from boredom?"' 
LaRouche had the answer to this " 
last question --"rock, sex, drugs, 
counterculture." These are the 
trends he said he would like to 
put an end to. . 
Through moral-inte Hectua'I 
leadership, LaRouche feels he 
can shape these destructive 
trends and develop a person's 
mind to its fullest potential. He 
· also said that his leadership will 
convince people that there is 
Student Senator John McCut- In his 1987 Christmas Report 
, ••. , ; ,, •· 0, n t ' ~~eqr~ ~00,C~J"p.jgg ,L,a,~q-~c.h,e'.~ ~ 89- ,the . ~tge, ,of I _the union, LAROUCHE, page 14 
I 
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UNH student visits prisoner 
By Cindy Mathieson 
UNH studen.t Momin Khan 
walked behind many gates in-_ 
side the desert-colored prison 
in Lahore, Pakistan to visit the 
prisoner. He entered a big corral 
that looke·d like a lion's cage 
where prisoners wait to visit 
their loved ones from behind 
~~- -
Next to d~~. corral ms a -small 
guard's hut. S~marina Khurshid, . 
the, prisoner's wife, a,.sked for 
her usual permission to go 
inside the cell to see her hus-
band. ' · 
The guard wrote with ink on 
Khan's and Khurshid's hands 
· and they both entered the cell 
five minutes later. 
The prisoner, Tariq Khur-
shid, was surprised to see Khan. 
He knew he may have a visitor 
from the United States, but he 
didn't know when. 
After going to Pakistan, Khan 
toured India. Having a father 
who is Indian and being a 
Canadian citizen make Khan 
. inconspicuous while touring 
India and Pakistan. 
Wearing traditional Pakistani 
garb he arrived easily in Lahore 
with books, a t-shirt, and a 
message from the Durham 
chapter of Amnesty Interna-
tional (Al) . 
plays a specific role in interna- talking so fast as he could when 
tional protection ~ of .human · he first met Khurshid. He 
rights. It seeks the release of want.ed to say as much as he 
prisoners of conscience. These could to encourage Khurshid 
are people detained anywhere not to give up hope. 
for their beliefs, color, 'ethnic Khurshid assured him that 
origin, language, or religion who he could slow down. They had 
have not used or advocated time. Khan slowed down and 
violence," as stated in Amnesty's talked to Khurshid about what 
Ch<1rter. AI believes that Khur- theDurham Amnesty group had 
shid is one of those cases. been doing in his case. Three 
Arrested in 1981, Khurshid hours later Khan and Samarina 
remained in solitary confine- Khurshid left the cell. 
ment. Three years ago he re- , Tariq Khurshid has been 
ceived a milit_arr tria~ and was _, outside of prison walls only once 
sentenced to life impnsonment. on seven years. He attended his 
He didn't have rhe right to father's funeral. He wore chains 
appeal his sentence. as he carried his father's coffin. 
J:Ie r~sided on the banks_ of Members of the Zia Ul'huq 
a nver rn Attack Fork, a high government and police attended 
se~urity priso~. Khan visited his father's funeral. According 
this and took pICtures from the the Khan, they watched to see 
outside. ~tt~ck is ~he first pri~on who came to pay respects. Many 
Khurshid lived rn aft~r bemg members of the People's Party . 
arrested. . of Pakistan came to the funeral. 
Khurshid described condi- The People's Party is a de-
tions as being very bad. Be lived mocratic group whose beliefs 
in an underground cell which of how to manage Pakistani . 
watet flowed through. The cell society run counter to those of · 
~a? no lighting. J:Ie didn't know . the present dictatorial govern-
iht was day or rnght. ment. Members of the People's 
He didn't eat well. He wasn't Party are watched closely, ac-
fed well. His health deteriorat- cording to Khan. 
ed. "He was like a vegetable," Having done some .investi-
said Khan. gating ~f his own, Khan found 
WANT I· SHOULD 
FAITH IN YOUR INSTIIUllONS -
WHEN I GROW, THEN REl£ASE 
MY FATHER TARIQ KHURSHID.. · 
IJHAR TARIQ .. 
The message is, don't give up 
the fight. People at UNH and 
around the world are writing 
letters to Prime Minister Junejo 
.of Pakistan, and many US of-
ficials. on the prisoner's behalf. 
The po.lice came in once a that Khurshid had visited Libya 
week to beat him, according to directly after graduating from 
~han. "The,: would_bang on his college. In the Khurshids: photo 
iron door with thetr gun butts album were pictures of Tariq 
so it would ring in his head," . in Libya. A reason why Amnesty International exists. (file photo) 
said Khan. Khan questioned some of 
Khurshid's condition ha-s Khurshid's relatives and found 
improved. He no longer wears what he calls, "the Libyan 
chains. In the Lahore prison conspiracy case". 
excellence as a student got him 
the invitation. 
Libya. 
There is a lot about Khur-
shid's case which is still ~n-
solved. Within two months he 
may be retri~d 
1
iy.~~rerne- · 
AI adopted Tariq Khurshid 
as their prisoner of conscience 
seven years-ago. 
there is light and room to walk. Khurshid went to Libya with 
He. can receive visitors .for an . the Vice Chancellor ot his 
When he came back to Pak-
istan he was arr~sted with no 
explan'ation. Khan believes that 
Zia -Ul. 'Hag suspected Khurshid 
of channeling money inrd Pak-
istan for the People's Party from 
"Amnesty International is an 
independent non-politica'i, 
world-wide organiza t ion. It 
hour at a time. , , , college at Islamabad .University · 
. ~ven the time limit on h is to an annual meeting which · 
visits have relaxed_Khan.started .. Moammar Khadafi g-av<r.-His-_ 
.NEWS IN.BRIEF 
) . . 
S. e 11 a t e C O n f i ·r m S 
Kennedy unanimously · 
· Aprhon.r Kennedy was swiftly and unanimously 
confirmed by the Senate this week, .putting an end 
to a furious political battle that had lasted seven 
months. 
. Kennedy, a federal appeals court judge who w~s 
President Reagan's third ch9ice to succeed retired 
Justice Lewis F. Powell, was approved 97.-0, with 
both Democrats and Republicans hailing him as 
an open-minded, moderate candidate. 
The confirrriati'on was prais~d by U.S. senators 
Gordon Humphrey and Warren Rudman, both R-
N.H., although Humphrey admitted that he was 
" less enthusiatic" for Kennedy. than he was for 
the first nominee for the position - Judge Robert 
H. Bork. . . . 
No. more mooning at 
Moonstone Beach 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service said yesterday-
it will close a popular Rhode Island nudist beach 
for five months each yeaI to protect the endangered 
piping plover. · . . · 
Charlie Bla i r, manager of the Trustom Pond 
National Wildlife Refuge, said Moonstone Beach 
will be closed from April 1 to Aug. 31 , the nesting 
time for the plover and the least tern, which is not 
endangered. -
The closure is effective this year. 
. I ' •I.\ \' l i :.. . , 
- ' \. \ .l '\ 
No more military .a-id 
· for the Contras 
A bitterly divided house voted .t his week to cut 
off U.S. military support for Nicaragua's Contra 
rebels, r~jected President Reagan's aid request in 
the hope of spurring P.eace prospects ip Central 
America. 
The 219-211 vote, CUiminating six years of overt 
and cov~rt mili~a~y support for the rebels fighting 
the leftist Sandrn1sta government, killed Reagan's 
request for $36.2 million in new aid to keep the 
Contras alive as a fighting force through June. 
It was a serious defeat for the Pres ident who 
had lobbied long and hard on the issue for two ~eeks 
an~ had _pu_t_the Coi:itr~s among the top ·f_p reign 
pol1Cy pnormes for his frnal year. Only a day earlier., 
Reagan had argued that failure to extend aid would 
strengthen communist influence in the, hemisphere. 
"_To?ay's v?te .is t~e end of a chapter," said House 
MaJonty Whip Tony Coelho, D-,Calif. "The Contra 
policy is the past. Now we can deploy America's 
greatest strengths, from aid and trade to diplomacy, 
to stoke the flames of liberty and sec;ure the future 
for Central America." . 
But Republicans bitterly warned that the· action 
woul_d relieve I?art of the pressure on Nicaraguan 
President Darnel Ortega that has forced him into 
recent concessions, and that Managua would slip 
backwards into renewed repression. 
Olympic update 
The Winter Olympics are com'ing up pretty soon. 
Court of Pak1stari. - · 
AMNESTY, page 3 
·Whoah ... Jud·ge-~·have 
you ever really looked 
at a brief case? , .-
Thirty-one percent of the nation's law-yers say 
they have smoked marijuana and two out of three 
believe Judge Douglas Ginsburg's past marijuana 
use should not have doomed his Supreme Court · 
candidacy, a survey by The -ABA'Journal shows. 
The poll appearing in the February issue of the 
1 magazine found that 31 percent of attorneys have · 
smoked marijuana at least once, while 50 percent-
have not and 19 percent refuse to say. 
The poll, which has a five percent margin of error, 
was conducted shortly after Ginsburg was forced 
to withdraw his nomination for the Supreme Court. 
Th~t one, comra.de, 
he's t_he killer! No, 
~ait ... that guy! Yes, 
he's the one! Wait ... 
A serial killer who murdered 33 women in 15 
year~ has been _execu~ed by firing squad in Moscow, 
endmg a ca-se 11:1 which 12 innocent suspects had -
been wrongly tned and sentenced, the official news 
agency Tass said . . 
Tass said the.)2 people who had be,en mistakenly 
sentenced have been freed and law enforcement 
offices responsible for the' miscarraige of jus.tice 
were charged and punished for "lawlessness" in 
handling the probe. · · 
_The hunt for the killer went on for.15 years, Tass 
said. . · . . -
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Pub plan earns 
tentative support ·. 
By Pamela DeKoning 
· Although research on the 
proposal to bring beer back to 
the MUB Pub is in its prelimi-
nary stages, the measure has the 
support of key student leaders, 
and the liquor commissioner 
said he does not oppose the 
measure. 
Memorial Union Student Or-
ganization (MUSO) President 
Greg Becker drafted the ,prop-
osal in an effort to boost sagging 
attendance in the Pub. The 
p;oposal calls for a committee 
to be made up 'of programming, 
catering, and MUB staff, among 
others that would be responsible 
for Pub events. 
is positive or negative feedback 
to the article (TNH, "Students 
push for beer in MUB Pub," Feb. 
2)," s_aid Keating. 
Student Body President 
Warner Jones offered his sup-
port for the idea of putting 
alcohol in the MUB, but not 
_ necessarily in the Pub. He 
expressed support for the idea 
of' using the vacated Channel 
11 space for a better location 
for the sale of alcohol. 
Liquor Commissioner Robert 
Pierce said he was not -at all 
opposed to reinstating the sale 
of beer in the MUB Pub. 
He added that the L_iquor 
Commission had no influence 
in the decision to remove beer 
from the Pub in 1986. 
Becker submitted the idea late 
last semester to SAFC, SAFO; 
Student Body President Warner 
Jones, MUB Catering, the Pub 
beverage manager, and the Pub 
programmer. 
"If they wanted to stop the 
license it was. fine with me, I 
didn't push for it. If they wanted . 
to keep thdicense that was fine, Would beer back in the Pub make this ahappenin' place? 
MUB Board of Governors 
Chairman Michael Keating, 
Boar_d Vice-Chair Bret Clemons; 
'- and Student Body President 
Warner Jones are all in favor. 
A formal vote of the MUB 
Board has not yet been conduct-
ed, according to Kea.ting. "The 
board is split on it. I am (in 
support of beer in the MUB) 
but the entir_e board isn't, this 
is all preliminary questioning; 
there has never been a formal 
vote," said Keating. 
The MUB Board will wait at 
least two weeks to work on the 
issue, according to Keating. 
"We have to wait until we can 
distinguish whether or not there -
too,'.' said Pierce. Unless Pierce found prior 
According to Pierce, UNH - legislation to conflict with a Pub 
helq. a corporate liquor license applying for a license, he said 
on which UNH President Gor- he would make a recommenda-
don Haaland was sometimes tion for approval to the state, 
named. The MUB was a separ- if indeed UNH was to reinstate 
ate entity on the license, he said. beer in the MUB Pub. 
MUB Director Jeff Onore (cur- MUB Catering does hold a 
rently on sabbatical) was named cateriflg liquor license, accord-
as the licensee, said Pierce. ing to Pierce. He said this license 
Both Haaland and Ono re was obtained in order to do away 
were unavailable yesterday for with the hassle of obtaining 
comment. · temporary licenses for MUB 
Pierce said the decision to let . catered events. 
the liquor license expire in 1986 UNH does still have its 
was a difficult one for Onore. charter for the liquor license, 
"Jeff did it with great reserva- although Onore allowed the 
tion,", said -Pierce, adqing, "He license to run out on M_ay 31, 
saw nq alternative but to do1 it." 1986, said Piere~. 
Before the idea can be serious-
ly, considered and formatly pro-
posed, it must be discussed and 
brolJ.ght through the MUB 
Board of Governors, Clemons 
said. 
He added, "Eventually, some-
thing has to go through the 
MUB Board before anything can 
happen." , 
If a proposal is approved by 
the MUB Board and MUB In-
terim Director Renee Romano 
dissents, as she has stated she 
will, it will then be ·sent to the 
Student Senate for a recommen-
dation, according to the bylaws 
of the MUB Board of Governors. 
<.!::lemons said the Board woulcl 
consider any proposal as long 
as i_t is presented to the board. _ 
Hecker said he would be 
willing to contribute to any 
proposal drafted, and that had 
he known the channels he 
needed to pursue, he "would 
certainly have sent a courtesy 
copy ( of his proposed restruc-
turing) to the MUB Board'." 
Jones said that Student Senate 
recommendation depends/on 
support and evidence from the 
MUB Board, MUB Pro-
grammer, ~nd Dave O'Brien. 
O'Brien was un~vailable fo~ 
comment. 
COCA speaks out for sister university •AMNESTY Iii 
By Ted Mc;Key 
''Some time ago, the Student 
Senate. here at UNH declared 
1,1,s a sister university with the . 
University of El Salvador. Over 
th~ past five years their univer-
sity has been destroyed. We have 
an obligation to contribute to 
• its rebuilding ... " 
That statement was the 
theme of a m.eeting in H~tzel -
Hall on Tuesday, organized by 
the Committee on Central Amer-
ica (COCA) members Karl 
Treen and Randy Spartichino. , 
_ · The main purpose of the 
meeting was-to inform people 
about an upcoming "Week of 
Solidarity" with the students 
of El Salvador. 
During that week (February 
29 through March 4), there will 
· be COCA-organized fund- · 
raising activities, the proceeds 
of which will be used to help 
rebuild the University of El 
Salvador, to help build medical 
clinics, and to buy telexes which 
aid in the release of unjustly-
held prisoners. "The important 
thing is that we start saving-
lives," said Treen. 
The meeting began with a 
showing of Salvador, a movie 
illustrating a photojournalist's 
confrontations with injustice 
as he photographs the social 
conditions in the country white 
trying to get his lover and her 
children out. 
FoHow-ing the movie was a _ 
two-hour discussion session 
during which Treen and Spar-
tichino answered questions 
about social and political con-
ditions in Central Amedca-and 
El Salvador in particular. "When 
1 a human rights ambassador is 
Studen~s listened intently to a_ COCA presentation. (Ted McKey photo) 
assassinated," Treen said, "that 
would seem to indicate that 
something is wrong." 
Treen and' Spartichino plan 
on· holding similar meetings in 
other dorms between now and 
the Week of Soiidarity. 
"We want to invite anybody 
interested in supporting the 
cause," said Spartichino. "We're 
just a group of .students con-
. cerned with peace and justice 
in Central America." 
(co.ntinued from page 2) 
I 
If his sister has anything to 
say about it, Khurshid will be 
released. From her· position of 
professor at Punjab University 
she has been working full-time 
to secure the release of her 
brother. 
Her,energy and drive hasn't -
dwindled over the years, accord-
ing to Khan. She writes letters 
to all the major newspapers in 
Pakistan on her brother's behalf 
describing the unfairness of his 
· arrest_ and appealing to people's . 
consnences. 
If it wasn't for Khurshid's 
sister he never would have been 
able to study for his Master's 
Degree in Politics while in jail. 
She even appealed to have 
chains taken off his arms while 
he wrote his exams. It worked. 
Khan sees Khurshid's case 
as different than many other 
political prisoners. His family 
still supports him actively. , 
"This is one family who 
hasn't given up. Many people 
give up hope," said Khan. 
What Khan sees as similar 
in Khurshid' s case to every other 
case is that every person needs· 
to be treated equally. 
"We' re all equal. If that is so, 
it gives no right forone man 
to p'ur another in: jail for his 
political beliefs, his religion, 
race, color or sex. No one should 
be executed by their own go-
vernment," said Khan. 
Khan will be giving a slide 
presentation for Amnesty ln-
ternational's meeting on Pak-
. istan Tuesday, February 9 at 7 
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ON THE SPOT 
Has the University . progressed toward its goal of 
becoming the best small public university in the country? 
..r 
usome strides have been 
· made h-ut overall the Stra-
tegic Edge program has 
fallen far short of Pres. 
Haaland's goals. Lots of 
words, no action." 
_ Jay Apsey 
Senior 
Poly $ci 
~Tm really impr~ssed with 
the department I'm in but 
the school needs to re~ 
evaluate the gen. ed. re-
·quiremenis. Specific'ally the 





~~It's going to improve in 
the long run, but for now 
I feel that· it's up to the 
individual to take advan-
tage of the facilities and 





uYes, Pres. Haaland's Stra-
tegic Edge program has 
enhanced the University's _ 
academic reputation,-
however several problems 
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Aerobics· classes jam-packed I ~NDAR 
FRIIJAY, FEBRUARY 5 . 
I 
. By Beverly Shadley 
Have you noticed that getting 
into an aerobics class on the 
UNH campus is almost as ·tough 
as adding your average com-
munications course? If so, you 
are not a,lone . Many students 
who would like to get involved 
in an aerobics program are 
unable to find any openings. 
This is especially true for the 
university credit offered courses 
and the aerobics program of-
fered · through Recreational 
Sports. 
UNH courses are always 
starred, and extremely difficult 
to obtain (I realized this when 
· my 8 a.m. Basic Swimming 
course appeared on my-schedule 
in place of my requested 9:40 
aerobics class), and most classes 
offered by Recreational Sports 
-sell out quickly during registra-
tion. · 
Although Rec: Sports has 
tried 1:0 accomod;ite more st~-
dents by expanding present 
classes, · and offering more 
"hous·ecalls" (aerobic classes 
offered in house) around cam-
pus, they have had little choice 
but to waitlist students due to 
lack of space. 
· According to Linda Luttrell, 
director · of the Rec. Sports 
aerobics program, there. are 
often more students who wish 
to add an aerobics class than 
those already enrolled. Luttrell 
also said- that she would love to 
make aerobics avail~ble for all 
j~terested students, but there 
~JUDICIAL• 
'.~ (continued from page 1) 
• Pn5cedures for hearings will 
be revised to include written 
submissions and emphasis on 
responsibility rather than proof. 
• The procedural advisor will 
be held accountable for effective 
admipistration and adv,ising of 
. student cases. · 
', • Accusers will be given the 
right to appeal decisions of 
-hearing boards on a limited 
basis. · · 
• All hearings regarding student 
con~ct will ,be closed. 
• An assistant Dean for Student 
Conduct will be hired, effective 
June of 1988, to manage the 
conduct system and address 
larger issues related to student 
con,duct at the university. 
• A comprehensive training 
program and systematic selec-
tion process will be implement-
ed for board members. 
• An Administrative Oversight 
Committee willbe established 
_to increase th~. involven;1ent, 
input,- and understanding of the 
larger university community 
with -regard to issues .related to 
the conduct system. 
• The format of Rights and 
Rules will be simplified so that 
University expectations . in 
terms of student conduct are 
more accessible. 
• Student rules of coriduct will 
be clarified and sirpplified, so 
that University expectations in 
terms of student coriduct are 
clear, understandable, and en-
forceable. 
According to Susan White, 
associate professor of Political 
Science and Task Force chair-
person, the Task Force met two 
hours a week last semester. 
"We started by putting to-
. gether enough information to 
allow us to evaluate how the 
system had been operating, and 
what might . help it -operate 
better," White said. 
simply isn't en~ugh. available 
_space or equipment. 
"Presently," she said; "Rec. 
Sports is running the aerobics . 
program· close to its maximum." 
Students do have an alterna-
tive if they are willing to spend 
some money for a membership 
at the Franklin Fitness Center. 
The center has recentlv added 
another room for aerobics, and 
they offer classes frequently 
throughout the, day. However, 
they too are occasionally forced 
to turn away members when the 
classes reach their capacity. 
Nancy Treat, an employee at 
the center says tl;iat almost every 
-class sells out. She also estimates 
that there is a larger volume of 
customers this semester than 
last semester because mote 
Freshmen found the facilities 
and because more students could 
afford it- due to the center's 
reduced rates. 
Other reasons can also be 
ci_ted for the increasing popu-
larity of the sport. Luttrell 
claims that the main appeal of 
aerobics lies in its combination 
of fun and exercise. She says that 
students can enjoy music while 
they exercise as well as socialize 
- with friends before and after 
the class. 
center if her friends -hadn't 
suggested _it. 
The cost o"f the Rec. Sports 
aerobics program in particular 
makes it very appealing. Chris-
tine Pariseau, a two year instruc-
tor for Rec. Soo.rts, thinks its 
a great deal. "For twenty bucks, 
you can work out all semester." 
The Franklin Fitness Center's 
membership is also inexpensive 
when compared with other 
health dubs. 
Lastly, students are interested 
in their health and appearance, 
and recognize the need for 
exercise. The fact that Spring 
Break and summer are just 
around the corner may have 
served to quicken this realiza-
tion. Meg Gibbs takes an aero-
bics class at New Hampshire 
Hall to "feel better about myself, 
and to look halfway decent in 
a bathing suit." . 
If reasons such as these sound 
familiar to you, and you would 
like to get involved in an aero-
bi cs program, there may be a 
slight hope. Luttrell estimates 
that as workloads become heav-
ier, 25 to 40% of the current 
class memebers will drop out, 
or at least reduce their· attend-
ance in the fir .st three to four 
weeks of the Rec. Sports pro-
gram. 
At this point, she will begin 
LAST DA y to add course~ without Dean's approval and . 
without $25 per course late add fee ., ·· · · · ·" ·· ·: ' · · -~ _~ · · -· . 
LAST DAY t◊ drop courses, or change to audit, without $25 
per course late fee. -' 
LAST DAY to choose Pass/Fail (undergrads), Credit/Fail 
(grads). · 
ARMY & NAVY SALE - Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 
9-5 p.m. -
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6 
MEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Massachusetts . Field House, 1 
p.m. .r 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL -'- vs. Central Connecticut. Field 
House, 1 p.m. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Massachusetts. Field House, 
4 p.m. -
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS - vs . UNH Invitational; North 
Carolina, Michigan State, West Virginia. Field House, 7 p.m. 
THIRD ANNUAL HIGH SCHOOL HONORS FLUTE 
CHOIR CONCERT - Strafford _Room, MUB, 7 p.m . ., 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 7 
MEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Colgate. Field House, 2 p .m _" 
MUSO _FILM - "Auntie Mame." Strafford Ro.om, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8 
TRADITIONALJAZZ SERIES - Jay McShann & Ralph Sutton: 
Two Pianos . Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., studenrs $3"., 
general $5. Tickets at door and MUB Ticket office: 862-2290 Sharon Chase, a member of 
the Franklin .Fitness Center, 
agrees. "Aerobics takes your 
mind off the exercise. It's a fun 
and easy way- to stay in shape." 
She also admits 0that she prob-
ably wouldn't have joined the 
calling those people on waiting ,- C-A_L_E_· N-. __ D_A_R _-IN __  F_O_R_M_ A_T_'I_O_N_ M_U ___ S_T_B:.....E ___ S_U_B_M_I_T_T_E_D_ T_O_ 
lists and offe~ing-positions. She/ THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB . . 
suggests gettrng your name on (Observe deadlines on proper forms) 
a waiting -list 'if you wish _to get -:-- - ----- ----- --~-'------------1 
White said that one of the 
most i,rpportant featur~s of . the . 
report '1s that student rnvolve-
ment in the judicial process is 
stressed. 
"It is important that students 
into a class. 
sibility away from students: It 
was one option that was pres-
e-.nted to the c~·mmittee. Oti~ 
revision of structure reflects the 
fact that we feel students need 
to play a primary role," said 
White: 
In the proposed restructuring, 
bot~ parties in a university 
dispute will write up complaint 
reports, and have a preliminary 
meeting with an administrator 
that is desigrn;d. to settle minor 
suits that don't warrant· a hear-
f f Thi·s re- ing . ff the problem can't be 
, solved in the meeting, then a 
formal ,hearing will be held. 
P O r. / / z• t / S Implementation of the new , ' structure hinges of the hiring 
mo"' re t•n·. fiavor of a new administrator by Dean of Student Affairs J. Gregg 
Sanborn . . of the. uni·ver- . . The Task Force is meeting 
with Sanborn on Friday to hear . b" l his views on the report. Sanborn 
St_ ty ,.,, not q, ~ was unavailable for comment 
J yesterday due to the cancellation 
l ·• of classes. 0Wtng S/U- "I don't think that it is 
necessary to h~ve the new . d e n t s t h e person on board for changes .to 
begin," said White. "But, the • h full scale administration, train-rt g / tO an ing and appointments, will 
probably have to wait." 
a d V O C a ./ e "The idea of focusing on · responsibility rather than proof 
The New Hampshire <USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business O_fice hours: Moncl.ay-
Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24,00. Third class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertise·rs should check their ads the first day. 
'[he New Hamp~hire will i9, _no case be respon~i)?le for typographical or other 
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical 
error appears, -if notified immedi•ately. POSTMASTER: •sen·d address changes 
w The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed 
per issue b_y Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine. 
THE FAR SIDI By GARY LARSON 
d 
· is important," White said. The matador's nightmare an . an ohen "We're not suggesting that the,----~-----,e,,---------------------.1' innocent be given penalties, but 
heart•ng. '' the current system seems to ·be overly concerned with proof, 
which is not entirely approp-
continue to play a primary role 
in the process," she said. ' 
"There has been pressure for 
a number of years within the 
university to take some respon-
riate to a university setting." 
,Dave Bischoff, a judicial ad-
visor and senior political science 
major, said that it is important, 
in reorganization of-the judicial 
system, to balance both the 
rights of the students and the 
rights of the institution . 
"This report tilts more in favor 
of the university by not allowing 
students the right to an advocate 
and an open hearing," he said. 
-Dr. Lewis E. Palosky-
Optometrist · 
• EYES EXAMINED,GLASSES FITTED 
• COMPLETE EYEGLASS. SERVICES 
, with IN-HOUSE LABORATORY· 
•CONTACT LENS SERVICES 
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan: 
90 day, 100% refundable fee . 
. No obligation in-office trial 
Large selection of SERENGETI, BUCCI, VU ARNET, & RAX BAN Sunglasses 
·_. -eye contact unlimited·-
/n the Old Harbour District Open Mon-Sat, 10 am 
•· .:·• R3~~,N~1sp; ?W~g,:ff9!'I~~PYJt!, ~I:I.PJ~9J,/ g0..3=13<>:,11QU .... _; , . .-
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INoncES 
ACADEMIC.-- ·. 
GREAT -BAX FOOD COOP OPENtfOUSE AND 
_ LHEMISl'RX.J N_$1:_] ~-_l!.~TIONAL ASSISTANCE . MEETING: Open house to introduce potential 
OFFI_CE: A special tutoring s-Erv·tce·-for-gen-eral~ - __ Qe_w members ·to the Coop, From 6 to 7 p.m., all 
chemistry rnurses located in Room G ~ 12 of Parsons foocfviiTl'be availabJe-1:0 non-members_ at member 
Ha_ll, staffed ~y chemistry graduate teachin-g prices. Me~ting at 7 p.m. Wednes'day, Feb~~ary 
assistants tutonn~ students ir:1 chemistry 403,, 404, 10, Rec. Room; Hubbard Hall. 
aad 405. Instruct10nal matenals will be available. 
H9urs: MOnday - Thursday, 1~2 p.m: and 5-7 p.m.; 
Fn_days, 1-2 p.m. and Tuesdays and Thursdays 8:30 
- 9.30 a.m. 
CAREER -
The following are sponsored by Caree~ Planning 
and Placement: 
CAMPUS SPEAKER- MR.JACK FALVEY: Mr. 
Falvey, author and lecturer will speak on the 
"Bu,siness of Getting Jobs." Thursday, February 
11, Forum RoQ_m, Library, 7 p.m., all are welcome. 
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP: Make the most 
of your interviews! Learn tips and techniques for 
strong interviewing. Wednesday, February 10, 
Forum Room, Library, 7-8 p.m. · 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Not sure 
whe.re your career is headed? Small group wor~shops 
.are designed to help you assess your skills, interests 
and values. Monday, February 8 or Tue~day, February 
16, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30:6:30 p.m. Sign-
. up basis only in Room 203, Huddleston. 
MANDATORY SENIOR ORIENTATION: Last 
one of the year! Seniors who want to interview 
on campus and/ or establish a credentials file must 
attend a senior orientation. Tuesday,. February 9, 
Forum Room, Library, 4-6 p.m. . 
GENERAL 
. INFORMATIONAL WORSHIP FOR UNH STU-
DENTS: Sponsored by United Campus Minist~y. 
Prayer, ~cripture reading, singing. Sundays, Chapel 
of Education Building, Community Church, Durham, 
. HOW'S YOUR LOVE LIFE?: Sponsored by Cam_pus 
Crusade for Christ. A 3-screened multi-image, fast 
paced show that carries a hard-hitting message 
and dramatic examination of the need we all have 
for love, communicated through the lyr1cs of 
contemporary music. Wednesday, February 10 and 
Thursday, February 11, Granite State Room, MUB, 
'7 p '. m.· ' 
WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: Sponsored 
by Women's Commission. Speaker: Stephanie 
Thomas, Registrar and Special Assistant to the 
President, Affirmative Action Officer. "The Power 
to Make Change." Friday, February 12, Hillsbo-
rough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 8-9:3-0 a.m., fa-
culty/staff $3; students $1.50. RSVP to Women's 
Commission, 862-1058 by noon ·Feb. 8. 
UNH OBSERVATORY: The observatory located. 
in the field west of the Field House will be open 
every other Friday night from 8 to 10 p.m. on 
February 12, 26 and March 11, 25. The building 
is not heated and can accommodate only a few 
persons at a time. Visitors should dress warmly 
and if it is cloudy, the observatory wiH n9t open. 
It is open -to the public, free of charge. Information: 
Physics Dept., 862-1950. 
JAY LENO, COMEDIAN IN CONCERT: Spon-
sored by SCOPE. Wednesday, February 17, Field 
House, 8 p.m. (doors o'pen at 7:15 p.m.) UN:tf 
students $8.50, general and at door $11.50. Tickets 
at MUB Ticket Office, M-F, 10-4 . 
4:30-5 p.m. · HEALTH Attention K-Mart shoppers! (Christi MitchelI'photo) -
BIBLE STUDY FOR WOMEN (ONLY): Sponsored 
by United Campus Ministry. From a feminist point 
of view. Tuesdays, Waysmeet; 15 Mill Road, 7-
8 p.m. 
AL-NON (OPEN) MEETING: For individuals 
affected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs. · 
Mondays, Room 106, James Hall, noon to l p.m. 
I • 
VALENTINE CANDY GRAM SALE: Sponsored 
by McLaughlin Hall. Candy grams will be delivered 
on Thursday, February ,11 tcHill dorms; the UAC, 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN): For individuals concerned about ·their 
drink_ing or drug use . Mondays, Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays and Thursdays, Health ServYce Cemer 
·coMING 
NU_TWEEK ;: 
r fraternities and 'sororities. Place orders for candy 
gra.,ns at 50 cents each, February 8-10 in Stillings 
Dining Hall during lunch and dinner. _ 
WILL WINTER NEVER END?: Join other non-
traditional students to encourage the arrival of 
spring. Bring your lunch we'll provide beverages . . 
Tuesday, February 9, Non-Traditional Student -
Center, Pette House, 12:30-2 p.m. 
noon to l p.m. · ' 
I 
, MEETINGS 
~~::ptTA_R BOARD MFETING: Topics include 
mfo,mat1_on- abo~t _elect10ns, AIDS programming 
and possibly a vistt from our sectional advisor. 
Sunday, February 7, Room 314, McC9nnell, 7 p.m. 
VIDEO SHOWING Of "A MORE PERFECT AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING: 
DEMOCRACY": Sponsored by Women's Com- - UNH student Mo Khan will relate his recent ..:,, . 
mission. Discusses independent political parties experiences in PakiStan, during which he was able 
1 
and capdidates; particularly The Nei Alliance to me_et wi th our group's adopted prisoner of 
Party and the candidacy of Dr. Lenora Fulani. conscience. Tuesday, February 9, Room 128, 
Tuesday, February 9, Room 207, Horton, 1-2 p.m. Hamilton Smith' 7 p.m. 1 -
There are colderplaces toworkthan Marlow. 
But none quite so hot. 
Sure. you could get a job exploring 
for gold in the Klondike or research-
ing the mating habits of furry fauna 
in ihe Arctic. But you can't match · 
working at PC Connection for non-
stop excitement. 
Join a company that'.S growing 
fast. Real fast. 
You'll learn-all about the latest 
innovations in microcomputer tech-
nology. talk with peopl"' all over 
the world. and bask in the soft 
warm glow of satisfied customers. 
And, if you think being a sales . 
consultant for a computer company 
means you have to wear a pock~t 
protector and tape on your eye-
glasses. you simply haven·t seen 
our championship basketball team 
in action. 
· Most,bf our sales people had · 
no comput~r expenence when they 
applied. If you provide the enthusi-
asm. we·11 provide the training . 
What's the deal? 
We offer competitive salaries, 
opportunities for rapid advance-
ment. comprehensive health and 
dental insurance. free health and 
exercise programs. and special 
bonus drawings for skis. vacations. 
stereos. and color televisions. Not to 
mention free studded snow tires. on 
the off chance it snows in Marlow 
thiswinter. · . 
- We're primarily looking for 
telephone sales people. You·11 be 
answering incoming calls -- there·s 
no hard sell involved. So, if you·re a 
college graduate interested in work-
ing in a challenging. smoke-free 
environment. e:all our Personnel 
Department for more information. 
PC Connection 
· · 6 Mill Street. Marlow. NH 03456 
603/ 446-3383 
PC Connection,. lnc. is an equal opportunity employer. 
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Tweeter's "Sweet Sixteen'' AnniVersary 
The world's best stereo ·& video components . 
. New England's best prices. How sweet .it .is!! 
Since 1972 Tweeter has become New England's largest stereo-video speciaity store by offering first-cl~ss service and the 
area's best selection of premium-quality components. And the best time to buy those components is at our ·huge, annual 
Anniversary. Sale. It's become such a big event, some people wait all year for it. And this year, they won't be disappointed -
our 16th Anniversary promises to be the biggest, best and "sweetest" .sale in our history. 
Guaranteed Lowest Prices.* 
Aiwa AIVI/ _FM Cassette Personal Stereo. 
Auto-reverse, Dolby._ (HST360) ............. : ..... ........ $95 
Yly First Sony" Products For Kids: 
Cassette recorder with mic - sing 
13long. (TMC4000) , ... .................... .................... $34,95 
Bright, rugged radio-cassette 
recorder: (CFM2000) ...................................... $44.95 
Aiwa Portable Stereo with AM/FM. 
dual cassettes for copying. (CAW35) ............. .. $99 
Aiwa Portable Stereo With CD Player, 
dllal cassette, AM/FM, detachable ' . 
speakers. '(CADW95) ......... , ... : ....... : .... ....... .... ; ... . $379 
Toshiba Portable Ste,:-eo With CD Player, 
ca.ssette; AM/FM, ··~up~PB~ss~ peaker . ' .. ' ,. 
·system. (RT8097) ......... .............. ~: ....................... $449 
I 
Proton 27" Color TV Monitor. Incredible! 
By far the best monitor we've ever seen! . 
Stereo, remote. (VT290) : .......... ................... ... $1 ,099 
NEC 4-Hea(j VHS HiFi VCR: Terrific · 
si;,ecial effect, pro-quality sound. 
Great value . ... ........ ... : ................ ... .. : .... ... ....... ... ...... $649 
NEC CD Player. with 3-beam laser 1 
pickup, remote. (CD4 10) ..... .......................... .... $199 
Denon CD Player With Remote. 15-
selection programmability. (DCD-600) ... ..... . $259 
Denon Cassette Deck With Dolby HX 
Pro TM system for very life-like sound . 
. (DRM-1 e>H Jl:) .. , .... .... ......... .. ............ : ....... ............... . $219 ' 
.._ Denon Receiver ,with 30 w/ch., I "CD do,ect: mp,t (DRA25) ............ · ; . $249 
~~~,.,.,.,,.,,.«~ -- ----- - - --- ·-
 \_ ~--
- C ,. . -~ 
, ' . 
Nakamichi CD Player. Programmable, 
wireless· remote. (OMS 1) .. : ...... ................. ...... ... $319 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck With ~dvanced 
Transport. A superbly balanc,ef_J machir-ie - . . 
destined to be a best-seller. (CR-1) ... .. .. .... .... $329 . 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck With Rebotized 
Auto-Reverse. High-performance in 
both directions. (RX202) ............ ....................... . $599 
Nakamichi 3 Head Cassette Deck. Our 
standard of comparison. Makes great 
recordings! (CR3) ......... ...... ........ .. .. .......... ... .. ...... . $699 
Nakamichi Receiver with "STASIS" 
dual a~plification system (SR-2A) .. .... ......... .-$369 
Snell Bookshelf Speakers. Very natural 
;,ound1 very efficient Black 9c1binet. (J) ., ... pr. $499 
Boston Acoustics Compact Speakers. 
The best buy in the business! (A40s) .... pr. $139 
Boston Acoustics Floor-Standing 
Spea~,ers. Outstanding value. (A 1 OOs) ..... pr. $349 
Celestion 2-Way Bookshelf Speakers. 
Titanium tweeters. (DL4 11) .... ... .... ......... ... pr.- $289 
Klipsch Super-Specials: BLACK FINISH 
' KG2 compact, 2-way floor standing 
speakers . ............... ...... .............. ....... ........ ....... pr. $299 
KG4 floor-standing speakers with double 
woofers .................. .................... ............... ... .. ... pr. $399 
Heresy floor-standing speakers ............. pr. $599 
Alpine Theft Proof Car Cassette. Receiver 
with 16 w/ch amp, Dolby. (7283) ... .... .... ........ $369 
Alpine· Car. Power Amp. 
18 w/ch (3505) ....... .. .. : .................................... ....... $79 
Alpine Car Amp/ Equalizer. 18 w/ch, 
7-band graphic equalizer. (3210) ........ ............. . $99 · 
Close-Out On .Alpine Car Alarm 
Systems .. .... : ....... 20% Off, As Low As $240! 
Boston Acoustics 6x9" 3-way Car 
Speakers. Great value. (797s) ........... .. pr. $169 
ADS 2-Wa'y Car Speakers. 
Great sound - the standard of the 
indust~ . (300i)......... ... . ........... . pf. $249 
.1,. ,- ' - ' 
lU.~ h ,.~ "" ,., , , , t::•cJt:..-1>l•j1wiH I 1 
' ' ~"':-"'""...,,,<$- •-• ~ " "~' ..;::~•'J; "'-- v:>-;:: ~v :I!: • 
,..,~"',;; · I 1, ' !H -;;l~ 11!1 ,. "iliil i~ 
' . ,,::.. - , .,: _.- ,.,, :~- ~ ~ ' 
Yamaha ·car CD Player/Tuner. N0w that 
you've got all those discs, take 'em on 
the road! (YCDT1000) ......... . . ..... $599 
Snell Floor-Standing Spea~~rs with rear-
facing super-tweeter. Amazing! (E 11· ) ... pr. $799 
~ ...... , ·- ..,.,.. ..... _ _,- ::-:.:::: ----- - --- -~ 
- ~,,,_ - ~ ¥ V 
' ~~ ~~~~ - -=--~ ¥-~~~~:»' 
--- --- am• · . 
Yamaha Cassette Deck With Dolby HX 
Pro for more life-like ~ecordings. (K340) ..... $249 
Yamaha HX Pro Cassette D~ck with 
Doiby B&C, all_,to-reverse. (K640) .. ................ :$399 
Yamaha ''Hi-Bit"· CD Player. Resolves subtle 
passages for startling realism. (CDX?00) .... $399· 
Yamaha Remote Control Receivers: 
, 50 W/Ch., video switching. (RX500) ............... $359 
65 w/ch., video enhancer. (RX700) ............... $529 
· 85 W/ch., loaded with features. (RX900) ...... $669 
,,..,.,, _,...,o,a,~,v<, ,.v .,, • .,,,,,,.,,," .... ',~ -~ _.. 
l ... -- .. --~1:-.!.z.,'"!-~J-_ • - ~ 
: ' :··'..\ --~'_,::·::·:_ ,-:~ --~-
Kenwood Theft-Proof Car Cassette 
Receiver with 1 ow/ch amp. Dolby.· 
(KRC434) ... .. . : .............. ... .. .................. ............ ... ... $329 
Yamaha Car Cassette Receiver with 
auto-r.everse, sensitive tuner. (YRC 10) . ....... $229 
Nakamichi Car Cassette Receiver With 
advanced transport, Dolby," Nice! 
(RD350) .. .. . $375 FREE 30-Cassette Carrier 
by Case Logic - ($22 Value). .___ 
Nakamichi 2/ 4 Channel Car Cassette 
Receiver. Either 2 or 4 channel · 
operation, Dolby B&C, CD input. (RD"-50) ..... $495-
FREE 30-Cassette Carrier by Case Logic -
($22 Value). 
ADS Speakers. High-performance design. 
European style cabinets. (570) ..... ..... : .... pr. $399 
ADS 3-Way Speakers. Superb sound· 
quality, stunning cabinets. i780l .......... :.pr. $599 
ADS Atel ier Remote-Control System: 
Matching high-performance components with • 
European : ·receiver. turntab1e, CD player. 
cassette deck, ahd a pair of ADS' stunning 
n.ew "Compact Monit0r" speakers. 
(R4, P4, CD4, C3, CM6s) .............. ..... ... .. .. S4.295 
Bang & Olufsen Automatic Turntable . 
Danish design, simple operation. IR x , .2 - S189 
VHS T-120 Videotape. (Scena, S3. 99 
Denon High-Bias C-90 Cassettes. 
(HD6) ..... ...... .................. . ... .. . Case of 10 - S17.99' 
Stax High Performance Headphones. 
PheraomenalI (SR84). . ... $179 
llilitst.1bishi Cellular Phene. State·of·the·art. 
Super reliable. Loaded with features 
(Mesa 52) ....... $1 ,395 Installed With Antenna 
Whistler Remote Radar Detectors: 
Sen~or unit fitted behind tro_nt grille, smali 
control conso·le mounts on dash. very 'Sensitive. 
Model 500 Remote.. . . ... . $159 
Spectrum 2 Remote ......... .. ..... .. $249 -
· Kenwood System: preamp with equalizer. 
125 w/ch pow~r amp, digital tuner, CD player. 
·semi-automatic turntable; dual cassett~ deck, 
floor-standing speakers, cabinet. · 
(Spectrum 56) . $899· 
Kenwood System: Powerful amp, digital 
tuner, semi-automatic turntable, dual cassette 
deck, floor-standing· speakers; ·cabinet with 
glass. doors. (Spectrum 36) .......... .............. ... $649 
Bang & Olufsen 3-in-1 Console Steree. 
,Higlil performance CD player, cassette deck &, 
receiver in one, remote-controlled 
console: (9000) .......... ................. ... ... .... .. ....... $2,699 
_./. ··:•::: :•:?\!:):/::::=::::: 
520 Amherst Street, Nashua (603) 880-7300 
Pheasant Lane Mall, South Nashua (603) 888-7900 
Fox Run Mall, Newington (603) 431-9700 · 
Mall of N~w Hampshire, Manchester (603) 627-4600 
""' 'Wir,=,r: ·, , 
·J 
• If you find the same product for less al a local. aul!lorized dealer withing 30 days of purchase. prove ,_1 and we·11 refund the difference . . 
~~~t~ 
' We accept all major credit cards. 
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may pick up a yearbook 
' - free with ID - · 
_ . Freshmen, _ 
Sophomores and Juniors 
may purchase a book 
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE UNH COMMUNITY 
FROM THE UNH CHAPTER OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: 
Over the past ~x years, hundreds of UNH students, faculty, and staff have written 
letters or signed petitions on»behalf of Tariq Khurshid, the adopted prisoner 
of conscience of UNH's chapter of Amnesty International. Ta-riq has been in 
prison in Pakistan since January, 1981, solely for holding unpopular beHefs. 
Tariq's situation is now approaching a critical juncture. Originally tried and 
sent.enced by a military court, · he will, in February, be retried by· a civilian court. -
We believe that this represents the strongest chance for release that Tariq Khurshid 
· may recieve for some time. It is imperative, then, that we apply as much pressure 
as possible on the Pakistani government right now, to let them know that the 
world is watching. To do this, we need your help. We're asking you to do us 
-- and Tariq ·;.._ a Javor by giving us a few minute_s of your tim-e. Simply write 
out a copy of the letter below, sign it," and,, mail it on to the address given. · 
You may be saying to yourself right now that one lette,r isn't going to make that 
much difference. Perhaps, but thousands of letters in the next few days could 
mean the difference between freedom and continued imprisonment for Tariq · 
Khurshid. PLEASE WRITE TODAY! . . 
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-~-------~-----------------------------~------------------------------
t . ,, 
Pri.me Minister Mohammed _Kha,:i Junejo 
c/o Pakistani Embassy 
2315 Massachusetts Avenue 
Washington, D.c.· 20008 
Your Excellency; 
Amnesty International has brought to my attention the case of TARIQ KHURSHID, 
imprisoned in Ce°ntral Jail Kot Laklpot in Lahore. Mr. -KHURSHID was originally 
arrested in January~ 1981, while your country was under martial law. Tried and 
senten_ced by a mil~tary- tribunal, M·r. KHURSHID was not given a fair hearing . 
. Furthermore, there is reason to believe Mr. KHURSHID has been mistreated 
while in prison.. 
I implore you to see to it that TARIQ KHURSHID is either givien a retrial in an 
open court, one that complies with international judicial standards, or re.leased 
immediately. Reform_s en~cted by your own government since the lifting of 
martial law in 1985 _provide for this; _ justice demands it. I respectfully urge you 
to look into the case of TARIQ KHURSHID and make certain that internationally 
recognized standards of human rights, as ·stated in the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights(of which Pakistan is a·signatory), are upheld for this man. 
Sincerely, 
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CorreCtions 
In the Friday, Ja~. 29; issue, 
in memory of Professor Joseph 
Batcheller, contributions in ,lieu 
of cards and flowers can be sent 
to the Joseph D. Batchell~r 
Television Prodction Fund, 1h 
care . of: The Elliot Alumni 
Center, U~H, Dtuham, NH 
03824. In the Tuesday, Feb. 
2, issue: Patrick Sweeney, Eli_-
zabeth Delucia and Lawrence 
Donovan withdrew from the 
snadent trustee election. There 
wa·s no run-off, and Dennis 
O'Connell won the seat. Recent 
events have lead to a sec_ond 
election to be held in March . 
. The New Hampshire apol-
ogizes for any inconvenie_nce 
to our readers. The only way to get around? (Adam Fuller photo) 





TH~ FAR SIDE CARTOONS! 
Go for it! 
·-' Order The Far 
Side Gallery 
· which contains 
all 600 cartoons 




Side, Beyond The Far Side, and In Search of The Far Side. 
Or, order The Far Side Gallery 2 which contains all 600 
cartoons from Bride of The Far Side, Valley of The Far 
Side, and It Came From The Far Side. 
Order your copies now. --------------~---·----------
Please send me ·---- copies of The Far Side Gallery at $9.95 
plus $, 1.00 for postage and handling per book. 
Please send me ____ copies of The Far Side Gallery 2 at 
$9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling per book. 
Total enclosed is ____ _ 
Make check payable to Andrews and M~Meel. Allow 4 to 6 
weeks for delivery. 
D Check · D Money Order D VISA D MasterCard 
Name _____________________ _ 
Address-------'----------------
City ___________ State ___ Zip ____ _ 
Credit Card # ______ MasterCard Interbank # _____ _ 
________________ Exp. Date ____ _ 
Signature as on credit card 
Mail to: The Far Side Gallery Books; c/o This Newspaper; 
P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, M0-64141 · 






. ' ' ', ___________ ,, ' ' : ," ,,--.,, ,- , - -~, ,~---,--~~--
' ' ' 
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WANT TO MEET 
' 
\ 
THIS MAN??? · 
- ··· · ··· 
}:~:i$f: 
A CHANCE FOR v·o·u 
AND A FRIEND 
TO '.G-O BACKSTAGE 
AND MEET . 
J.AY LENO,IN,PERSON •'. 
. . 
· Fill out this form and return it to the · . 
. SCOPE office by Friday, Feb~~ary 12. 
Send it campus mail or drop it offfri 
person to SCOPE, SUITE 146, MUB. 
· ·The winner will be announced in the .· 
Tuesday February 16th edition of ~ ·· 
.·the New H~pshire. · .. · · 
( . 
!!!!!! TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE!!! --~-----------------------------------------~--------------------------\ 
NAME=---------------------------
ADDRESS: _____________ _ 
I • 
PHONE NUMBER: _______ _ 
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~ ·****.************·*******~ l'rl"'W'VV'W'W'W .............. 'W"W"W"ai.......,....,.,.........~JIIYIUlll.,ll!,~~l,,,IIJIJWl..........._. ............. '\,IYI 
. f · Safe Rides ·. ·. ! · ~~J~ NIGHTS ··.·· 
t Organizational Meeting . . t 
~ ~ 
- ~ ~ 
t Sunday Night 6pm ! P~ 
~ ~ ~ t Senate Room, MUB t 
~ ~ 
t All active members are encour- ! 
. t aged to attend. ! 
t New volunteers are needed. t 
~ - ~ 
~ . . ~ t . For more info. caUHealth Education iC 
t .· 862-3823 . · t 
~ ~ - . 
~ ---~ ~ 
~ iC Starting at 5:00-close · 
-~ {rW-ll---~~~.,-~~~- iC t t 1)~ ~°"4£ o/ ~'ff': t . .,, . . RIDES · t "W 1 .. l{m OUM .9t Wdi 'Be 1f,,AiJr WW. /{11& ,Aw,,'' 
~ · ~ • · - · ii · For Prompt Deliveries 868-2224 
/ ~.1drk.,; •• ...,.. .... ~~***~*.***.~, .. . . . 
---, -~ -- ·· . 
Monday : $2.~0 · 
· small cheese pizza 
. Tuesda.y: ,$4.00 
~\1,t°' large cheese pizza p 2~ . 
· Sunday Nite All Star ~S? 
Special:$2.00 
small che.ese pi~za 
until February 7th 
·FALL'88 ... ·~G~ 
. ~~- c\\~_ ~~,.,.~,..,.. , . -~•*-*~ . 
. . J~~~**~ . ' . . . .· Jf)t*~ ·.*......... . 
'• J-, **** ~,tlf- ., l • • > • ,, ' 
~~ INFORMATION 
'-MEETINGS 
Applications for • ·..· · 
' .. 
ASSISTANT SENA TE_ 
BUSINESS MANAGER .. 
AND · 
. . 
ASSIST ANT EXECUTIVE 
_-_ Quebec - .· · , : · . . 
· ·.. Th~rsday, January 28~ - J.2:30 . 0 F FI C ER -~~~-z 
· Dean of Students Conf. Rm. ·0111t2 DI 511 t aa1 
· 208 Huddleston Hall . :- ·; · 
San Dieqo/Sania ~ruz. 
Tuesday, February-2 -a 12:30 
. Car-roll/Belknap Rm~ .- MUB _ 
· ar~ being accepted in the 
Senate Office B'. oom 130 - MUB 
\ 
. Arundel. England · . 
. ~ Tuesday, February,9 - 12:30 
,Carroll Rm. - MUB 
"I************************ V)EADLINE . i 
: · Tue.-Feb. 9t 
"1!**********************~ ' 
Further Information 
. · -Dean of Students Office . 
·. · -.. . Huddleston Hjill 862-2050 
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wiil be broadcasting the 
Bou·. vs. U.N~H. 
hockey game 
on Fri.-, Feb. 5 a(7pm. 
New Hampshire . . I, 
P~!~~Ks 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• ·Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
AuturT_)n_Ponj Park. Rt. 1.91 Greenland, i-.J .H. 





is looking for writers! 
. ' . ....... ~ ................ ~··························~············ 
. . 
TRAVEL 














ALSO: Work - Study Abroad. 
Language Courses . Int ·1 Student ID 
youth Hostel Passes.EURA IL Passes 
issued on the spot, 





Rubes® . By Leigh Rubin 
"How many times helve I told you?? No playing _in the street I" 
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-- ~ Feb 11 at 
12:40 tHI 2:00 
Belknap rm. 
MUB. 
Feb 26-28 In Search .of Life in the Winter 
- A winter hiking trip 
·_ March .4-6 Tellee-ho 
--Winter Mountaineering 
• -Telemark Skiing 
~ - ~ = March 11-20 Folks -n- Spokes , ·'t 
~ A Spring Break Bike Trip y 
""tj 
~ - April 22-24 "Hoofin It" - Spring Hiking Trip . ~ 
g . April 15-17 "Making TrackS" '_ft 
:-g ] , Mountain Biking at Bear Brook ,.,j 
~ § April 29~-May 1 "ROck Maniea" - Rock Climb-
. ~ g ing/Biking and Adventure on the ocean_ in Acadia, 
~; Maine -~ ~ s~ 
. ~ 0 
- ~ - -~ 
·- - A . . 
. . 
. . . .. ~ \:.,;~~~ .. N .... , .. ·. . 
--LAROUC-HEi·- ----
< continued from page 1) 
a future and t·hus will be able 
to ·establish moral authority. 
When asked to cqmpare these 
views on morality with his 
-recent involvement in fraud, 
LaRouche was quick to cry, foul. 
The fraud issue, he said, is just 
. an attempt to damage his pre-
sidential campaign by those 
"ene~:: .. who ar~ aLtaid ,he. is 
going to ~in; LaRouche de-
nounced the accusations as being 
false. 
LaRouche also found himself 
defending his accusation that 
Queen Elizaqeth a_nd Henry 1 , 
Kissinger are involved in drug 
smuggling. 
· But LaRouche didn't just 
come to UNH to talk about 
these topics. He warned of the 
"inevitable" occurring in 1989, 
when he said the United States 
will be plunged into •its most 
' severe financial and economic 
crises. 
If president, LaRouche threw 
out several ideas that he would 
use to get the economy going 
again, including deregulation 
of everything since 1976. 
LaRouche would then create 
not less than two trillion dollars 
to be loaned ch iefly through 
federal banks at a rate of one 
to two percent during what he 
calls a "recovery period." 
· The lending would be restrict-
ed to two principle categories, 
(:apitol Improvements and In-
trastructure, with several sub-
categories. These loans, he said, 
would help utilize a number of 
these crises and provide the aid 
that farmers need. 
As . far as balancing· the · 
budget, LaRouche doesn't be-
lieve in it. "We cannot cut social 
security. We cannot cut other 
areas of entitlements. We can't · 
do it , it's ,immoral. We have 
responsibilities to our people," 
he said. --.. 
Instead, LaRouche-would rath-
er see a slow recovery that would 
accept the increase in indebted-
. ness and work to bring up the 
level of personal and business 
incomes w_ithout raising taxes. 
KIN.KO'S 
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING 
SAVES MY STUDENTS 
TIME AND MONEY 
t et Kinko ·s help organize1l'nd 
dist r ibute your supplemcnta~y 
d ass materials -this term . 
. kinko•s~ 
Great copies. Great people . 
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;l Calvin and Hobbes have been 
liv}ng at the · top of the national bestseller 
lists for months now! Find out why Bill Watterson's 
wonderfully fresh and funny humor has captured America. 
Order your copy right away. · . 7 
'1 Please send me . copies of C~lvin and Hobbes at $6. 95 plus I 
$1.00 for postage and handling per book. Enclosed is----· I I Ma. ke check payable to Andrews and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6 I 
I weeks for delivery. □ Check □ Money Order □ VISA D MasterCard I 
I Name-------------,------ I 
I Address ______ _;__ _____ =_-=_-=_-_--, -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ I I City State Zip_ f 
I Credit Card #-_____ MasterCard Interbank # 
I 
______________ Exp.Date ,_____ I 
Signature as on credit card 
I Mq,il to: Calvin and Hobbes Book; c/o This Newspaper; I . P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, MO 64141 I I ___ Andrews and McMeel, 4900 Main Street, Kansas City, MO 641}2 · _ - • 
THE WHITTEMORE SCHOOL 
· is accepting intercollege transfer applications between· 
Feb. 8th and Feb. 12th.-
Information and applications are available 
at the group meetings scheduled: 
.Monday, February 8, 8:30-9:00 -a.m. (Mee 306) 
Tuesday, February 9~ 3:30-4:00 p.m. (MeC 204) 
Wednesday, February 10, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (MeC 306) 
Thursday, February 11, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (Mee. 306) 
Friday, February 12, 8:30~9:00 a.m. (Mee 306) . 
Whittemore Advising Center , · 
McConne·I I 862-3885 
1~11!:jiK~ 
UNLIMITED 
. A d Skin Care for The Family Hair n 
35 f',1airi St. • Durham 
868-7051 
~ ·;, ,.Ii Mc:,SiY-l Ii! ·~.!l ~~~•;.!i 
~~:;~ . · !I! Summer Jobs !!! 
,-~NI ·Get a jump on your job hunting for this summer 
(:) by applying for a position with us now or during 
your· next school break. 
If you would like to work in a friendly, clean and srr{oke-
free environment, you can stop in our office to apply Mon-Fri, 9am • 4 pm. No appointm 
iilli1I necessary. You'll be intervi·ewed on the spot and informed immediately of our decisi 
~~~~ITT~. . -,;...... . 
~ - S~cure your summer job noui and avoid the ;rress of hunting for one during finals 
~ when school gets out. . . · _ 
~~,2 Scarborough and Co. I I -~ -, Milfor~:v~~\~0 . 
·• ,.... ' 6 ~ 19'\!I 
Fast Times For Less With 
GUNSTOCK'S 
-- TWOFER TUESDAYS 
. AND THURSDAYS TOO! 
2 Lift Tickets for the Price of One! 
Ski for half price on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
when you bring a friend and -the coupon 
below to Gu_nstock's Ticket Window. 
Gunstock is less than one hours drive 
from the UNH Campus, so find a friend 
and ski for only $10 apiece on non-
holiday Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Offer not valid on February 16 & 18, 1988 
Present UNH LO: at time of purchase 
Ski For Half Price On 
TWOFER TUESDAY 
& THURSDAY .TOO! 
Buy one regular $20 adult lift ticket 
and get a second ticket for the same 
I . 
day on any non-holidar Tuesday or 
Thursday free! ' 
Present this coupon and a valid UNH I.D. 
ac the ticket office for FREE ticket. 
... 
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Editorial 
_..1:,'!· ----------------------------------------------------------------~----11!111-•t~ 
Hedging their bets on beer 
I 
The question of whether to serve beer 
in the MUB resurfaced as an issue after 
Greg Beck~r, president of MUSO, made 
a proposal to· restructure the management 
of the Pub. It is a well researched, practical 
plan .that has sent student "leaders'·' 
scurrying to hide behind each other for fear 
of making a stand on the sensitive issue. 
A PULSE report showed that 84 percent 
· of students surveyed wanted beer served 
· in the MUB Pub. Most student leaders 
tentatively agree. However, everyone seems 
to be waiting for everyone else to make 
up their minds on Bec!~er' s proposal before 
they commit the!Jlselves. 
· Dean of Stude'i1is J. Gregg Sanborn ~aid 
1
he wotrld wait for the MUB Board of 
Governors, which is split on the issue, to 
issue a report on the subject before he 
considers it. 
Also, Warner Jones, student body pres-
ident, said Senate support depends not only 
on the MUB Board, but also on the MUB 
Programmer and 'Dave O'Brten, Food ,and 
Beverage manager. If the Stu_dent Senate 
waits for these administrators to lead the 
fight for alcohol in the MUB it will be a 
coldday ,in hell before the first draft is 
poured. 
J9n~s -. said he is in favor of beer in the 
MUB, but not in the Pub. He'd rather see 
a new pub created in the vacated Channel 
11 space in the basement of the MUB. A 
very good idea which a "Basement Com-
mittee" has been looking into. A staff 
member of The New Hampshire is also ' 
on that committ~e along wit~ J<?nes, and 
it seems obvious that a pub in the basement 
of the MUB is at least several ye·ars down 
the road. With all the fire codes to be met, 
space allocation decisions, and renovations 
to be made, don't hold your breath. But let's 
keep working on it, while we also get beer 
back into the existing Pub this semester. 
Michael Keating, chairperson of the MUB 
Board of Governors, is a supporter of beer 
in the MUB but will remain inactive on 
the issue while the Board waits to "dis- · 
tinguish whether or not there is positive 
or negative feedback to the article (in The 
New Hampshire)," he said. 
It is a shame and a disservice for the Boa,rd 
of Governors, which seems to have the most 
power to spearhead this plan, to sit on its 
heels while the students have clearly voiced 
their preference for a difterem--·Pn~tmo'S:. 
phere that includes beer. 
Becker's plan itself is not a new one. It 
is merely an attempt to revitalize the MUB 
Pub Club which managed the Pub in 'the , 
late 1970s. In the "club" scheme, events 
in the Pub woulq no longer be the sole 
responsibility of MUSO, which ha_s had 
more and more responsibility for the Pub 
dumped on it over the years. Under the 
plan MOSO would program entertainment, 
MUB staff would_ provide. waitpersons _;rnd 
bouncers, and Food and Beverages would 
cater events in the MUB. Food and Bev-
erages often caters military balls and 
gourmet dinners, at which alcohol is served. 
The proposed "club" is a good solid start 
for turning the tide of failures in the MUB 
Pub since beer was re.moved in 1986. 
Critics of Becket claim the plan is merely 
a ploy to distract attention from MUSO's 
alleged mismanagement. The most bois-
terous and ignorant of these statements 
has come from Patrick Sweeney, chairper-
son of the Student Activity Fee Council. 
"Part of the problem is that Becker is 
trying to do things as quickly as he can to 
make up for slow a slow semester before-
hand. They (MUSO) are trying to make 
a better image for themselves," Sweeney 
said. 
Sweeney said he and Jones have been 
"working on it (another proposal) behind 
the scenes for awhile." Let's hear it. 
Sweeney; and those who are quick to take 
the easy way out and blame the Pub failure 
solely on MUSO' s management, obviously 
must not realize that every other MUSO 
program area is successful. More MUB 
darkroom courses are being added to meet 
_the overwhelming demand. The lecture 
series~brought Abbie Hoffman and a debate 
with Timothy Leary last semester. And who 
can't help but notice the outstanding 
attendance for the great new movie selec-
tions? -
. It's a travesty to see the reai' possibility 
of beer being brought back to the Pub turn 
into petty political ducking and rrtanuverirtg. 
. What we need is some strong, coordinated 
action by stud~nt- lC::aders. 
MUB Board of Governors: Take the ball 
that's been handed you, have some balls, 
and put beer back in the Pub. 
Cuomo 
To the Editor: / 
Box 423, Canton, New York 13617 
or call Bradshaw Mintener, Jr. 
evenings at 315~386-2585. More -
important, call or write your county 
or state CUOMO WRITE-IN coor-
dinator. 
maliciously about someone? That 
youqg man's heart started out the 
same way. Whether you talk ma-
liciously about someone or phys-
ically murder someone, the state 
of the heart is the same: evil and 
corrupt. , 
The New Hampshire 
Voters are urged to write in the 
nane (>f Mario Cuomo on the 
Democratic Primary ballot as pan 
of a nati<.>n-wide effort to tell the 
American people and to show 
Governor Cuomo that we need him 
as our President in 1988. 
Cuomo has the executive com- · 
~ petence and the charisma of le~d-
rshi p to bring a new focus <>f 
compassion and concern to our 
children and citizens of all ages- in 
communities in crowded cities and 
across oti.r countryside. Cuomo's 
integrity and intelligence will bring 
a sharpened focus to the real 
problems of jobs, illiteracy, food 
production, housing, crime and 
international peace- free of nuclear 
and environmental pollution as 
posible. 
Voters will have a set of write-
in instructions at each polling place 
to assist them with any difficulties. 
Write-in votes will be coumed."We 1 
want the message loud and clear. 
People interested in assisting 
with letter-writing and phoning 
to get the vote out for a large 
CUOMO WRITE-IN showing may 
con_t~ct: C:U,QM;O .WRITE-IN, P.9 .. 
This grassroots people effort for 
a CUOMO WRITE-IN will de-
pend -solely on citizen initiative to 
contact friends and neighbors. 
There will be no fundraising. 
Cuomo and his staff have riot been 
contacted about this effort. The 
objective is to convince citizens and 





To the Editor: 
Recently, a man shot a police 
officer in the face three times. Some 
1
of the crowd surrounding the two 
even rallied hiin on to do ir. This 
is a clear picture of the state of man: 
· evil and corrupt in heart. 
. "How can you say that? This is 
a freak incident," you protest. That's 
true. But when's the last time you 
wished someone dead? Or talked 
Fortunately, there is a way om 
qf this condition. The cross of Jesus 
Christ is blood-stained so that all 
inankind can know freedom from 
their wicked tendenciesJust confess 
your sinful nature to Jesus, ask Him 
to forgive you and trust completely 
in Him for your salvation. He will , 
answer a sincere prayer and give 
you a new life. 
Don't wait, you could be the next 
to die from a "freak incident." 
David A. Durmont 
P.O. Box 1067 
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University Forum 
Bowling ·· from /Hell By Jay Kumar 
. Ever since I moved into an apart-
ment last semester, I've had to come 
· to grips with a major phenomenon-
-cable TV. Sure, we've had it at home 
for a few yea_rs, but my father's always 
watching old reruns. So basically, my 
first real exposure to the wonderful 
world of cable came i'n September. 
And now, I'm hooked.- · 
Now, the TV's on .almost all the 
time--usually, it's MTV, sports, or 
movies (we have HBO ,and Cinemax). 
MTV has worn out its welcome 
through its regurgitatio·n of the same 
videos over and over again. If I see · 
the new George Michael video one 
more time, I think I will vom1t. 
We have three sports channels- -
-ESPN, NESN, and Sportschannel. 
These are great for hockey and hoop · 
games, but after that, the program-
ming wears a bit thin. ESPN can 
always/be counted on to provide hours 
of coverage of fracto~ pulls, roller 
de_rby, water polo, v0Ueyball, and 
other intriguing sports. _ NESN is 
reknowned for its engrossing fishing 
and hunting shows. The best of these 
-is a show which featured two well-
adjusted he-men who sit in the bushes 
and shoot defenseless geese. What 
makes this show great is th~t you, -
the ·home viewer, get to watch these 
guys sir and drool over this bird for 
about half an hour before they actually 
shoot it. · 
There is also a healthy _dose of 
wrestling coverage provided, but the 
main sport on New Hampshire cable 
is bow ling. Not .only -is there bow ling 
on these three 'aforementioned chan-
nels, but you can~ also find it on many 
others--including the Phantom Chan-
nels, which sho~ nothing but bo-
w ling. In fact, you can probably find 
bowling on 24 .hours a day. All of 
which makes for exciting viewing .. 
The movie · channels are the best, 
though. I estimate there is probably 
one good movie for every five terrible 
ones. But hey, where else could you 
see "Over The Top" 15 times in the 
span of a week?- I'll never forget · the 
scene where Stallone describes him-
-self as · a truck. A classic. Then of 
course,. there are gems like the "Police 
Lobotomies," ~'The Slugger's Wife," 
"King Kong Lives," -"Cobra," "How-
ard the Duck" (unbelievably bad), 
and ~·You Light Up My Life" (from 
the which the classic Debbie Boone 
song was born--just makes you want 
to retch, huh?). 
Ano ther major staple of these 
channels are scores of Movies So 
Good They Didn't Make It ToTheaf-
ers. These celluloid classics include~ 
"Born American," "Foreplay," "Let's 
Make a Dirty _ Movie!," "Loose 
-Screws," "Screen Test," and countless 
other unforgettable flicks. 
Now, say for some bizarre reason 
you don't, care to watch these charter 
members of the Golden Turkey Hall 
of Fame. Well, don't despair, bunky, 
there's plenty of alternative program-
ming just for you. For instance, there 
are oodles of old reruns flqating 
around all over the dial. These range 
from classics like "The Dick Van 
byke Show" and "Bosom Buddies" 
(great show) to woofers like "_Dukes 
of -Hazzard," "Charlie's Angels," and 
"The Facts of Life." Yeah, it's just 
a gold mine of quality television; 
· There's also an overabundance of 
talk shows featuring such talents as 
Phil Donahue; Orea (oo·ps, I mean 
Oprah) Winfrey; that master of 
'snappy patter, Regis Philbin; the 
"Late Show," with whoever -happens 
.to be in the studio at the time; Robert 
Klein; the ever~smoldering Richard 
Simmons; Wil Shriner; Geraldo 
Rivera; the man with the Ego From 
Hell; the nauseous "Hour Magazine" 
with 'the equally-nauseous Gary 
Collins; and a myriad assortment of 
unknown clowns who walked in off 
the- street,- asked for a talk show, and 
got it. The~e·' s also Letterman, but 
he's the balls. · 
This is_ only a sample of the f.tne 
programming offered on cable chan-
nels. · · 
So why, you ask, do I continue to 
pay for this fine se·rvice every month? 
-Simple. l love to watch bowling. 
-Jay Ku,,;,a·r is a.News-Editor qt The New· Hamp -
~~ ' 
·. Political Comics By Edmund McCabe 
; 
Franklin Roosevelt once said, "A radical 
is a man with both feet _planted firmly in 
the air." There are all cfifferent kinds of 
· radicals. One, a canidate for president, 
Lyn4on LaRouche (D-MAR~) has tro-qble 
getting_ anyone to stay and listen to him-
those that do usually 1eave cussing. Then 
· there is Jesse Jackson, who's running for 
secretary: of state. Plenty of people go to 
listen to him, and it finally dawns on therp 
th?,t_ they are somebody. Yes, Jackson is 
_ gammg supporters. - . 
For ma·ny years the communist party held 
its broom closet meeting flipped a coin 
between its members and chose a candidate 
t9 run for president. Bu~ for the fi~st tirr:ie 
since they started running a candidate in 
America.they decided tq endorse a Democrat 
for president. It was none other than the 
man-who said "Long live Castro," and then 
drank to it--Jesse Jackson. 
Will Rog<:;rs once said "I don't belong 
to any -organized political party, I'm a 
~Democrat. ' Today the Democratic party 
, 
is even more diverse. They· have Lyndon 
LaRouche, Jesse Jackson, and David Duke 
all running for ~beir party's nomlnation. 
Jesse J acl<son · is a black _ running for 
president. Davld Duke (D-nineteentti 
century south) is some sort of neo-N azi, 
who although old enough to run is not 
mature enough to accept aolack in the race. 
,41though i~ is hard to _ say, Democrat aq.d 
mainstream in the same sentence .. .! will 
admit 07ndon LaRouche is not a main-
stteam Democrat, in fact he's not even in 
the stream. 
Then there's Abbie Hoffman
6
he probably 
would ha,ve been nominated y tbe com-
munist party, but there wasn't enough room 
for him in the broom closet. - _ 
Although all the radicals that I s_poke 
of so far, with the exception of Hoffman, 
call themselves Democrats, I think they 
are unlike the real candidates of the party 
(real for lack of a better word) the real 
candidates being Simon, Dukakis, Gephardt, 
Babbitt, Gore, and Hart (Jackson, he's sort 
' \ 
of unreal) ar·e all deceni--at least in one 
sense of the word. Like the radicals, these 
men are also interesting. · 
Dukakis, for exampfe, claims credit for 
the Mas~achusetts Mtracle. I thought only 
Robertson (R-Heaven) would taKe credit 
for something like that. Paul Simon is the 
most respectable of the bunch, but, many 
will not vote to raise their own taxes. 
Then there is Gephardt. I keep changing 
my mtnd_about him--. depending upon -yvrhat 
state Lm m, andBabbitt--he wants a natmnal 
sales tax. I wonder how well that joke will 
go over in New Hampshire. 
Gore sets.himself @art--he's a moderate 
( at least for today) .' Finally there is Hart, 
for his cam]?aign morality is the biggest 
iss_u~. I don t cfa~e try to say someilimg 
orig_in~l. about 1t .tl:iough, for - fear ol 
pl~ianzmg. 
Both parties seem to promise everything, 
but the Democrats expect us to pay for it. 
Edmund McCabe is a junior English major. 
I -
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TONIGHT 
A love story for the 80 's. 
© 1985 Jonesfolm 
All rights reserved 
w/Kim Basinger 
$2.00 students 
$4.00 others , 
"Angel Heart" 
w / Robert ~inero _ 
Lisa Bonttt . 






, Peggy Cass 
Roger Sn1jth · 
7. & 9:30 pm 
· _$1 Students 
$2. Other 
•The wild and unconventional 
Aunti~ Mame is recklessly in pursuit 
of men "nd money_while raising her nephew. 
Compensated · Pos'itions 
Still Available · . . 




Pick up an application · in the 
·. MUSO office MUB or call 862-1485 
for more details. 
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Sea Marks 
Theater by the S'ea, 
Portsmouth 
Wednesday, Feb. 3, 
By Karen =Hall 
Like a captain of a fated ship, 
Gardner McKay sails his au-
dience from crest to abyss on 
an emotional wave: Sea Marks, 
his poetic drama, deep"ly pene-
trates the heart and washes a 
part of it to sea . . 
The curtain opens on a cur-
rent of words - letters between 
Colm Prinrose (Timothy C. 
Rosselle) and Timothea Stiles · 
(Donna Stetler). These are two 
lonely people reaching from 
·island tb island, hers a fast-
paced, -image conscious Liyer-
pool society, hi~ an earthy and 
simple Irish fishing village. 
The plot follows the lines of 
a basic love story, but the .drastic 
value differences of the two 
lovers supplies a springboard 
for the audience's tumultuous 
ride. Only the lyrical dialogue, 
suffused with sea imagery, pro-
endears him to all. 
Rosselle plays his role with 
subtle inre11sity, giving the 
audience only rare glimpses of 
the powerful passion beneath 
his facade. In many ways he 
plays the role of the sea, whose 
calm surface only serves to cover 
its treacherous depths. 
In direct contrast, Stetler's 
Timothea is easily readible. She 
is ambitiouB and status-
conscious, a fast moving modern 
woman in a fast moving city. 
She lacks the e:loguent speech 
of her partner, but not ·his 
strength. Stetler's eyes are 
indeed the· "mirrors of her soul" 
and reflect the love and -joy she 
feels with he.r new found mate. 
Despite her ruralbeginn,ngs, 
Timothea is now urbanite, and 
her stiffness and sense of prop-
riety reflect that. She believes 
that moving away from the · 
simple life means moving up, 
and desperately rries 'to catch 
· Colm in that upward fl~w. 
Sea,Marls at 
Sea · Theater~-
·----- --~-- ··-- ~-- ---- - --
... -- . . . . -- .. ·--- -·· --·~ - ·- ---- ·-·--. ----- -------· ---- -- - ~·- ··-.., 
Fagan'S Dance ·. 
Vic to rib us 
· Garth Fagan's Bucket Dance Theatre appeared Tuesday night at The Johnson Theater as part 
of the Cel~~rity Seri~~-
Garth Fagan's Bucket Dance Theatre 
Johnson Theater, PCAC 
Tuesday, February 2 -------------------1-By Arthur Lizie 
Heads then Astaire and Rogers. the Preservation Hall J azi: Band. 
It was a loose, celebratory 
number, slightly risque and 
often humorous in its interpre:.. 
tation of struttin' and court in', 
New Orleans style. 
The major problem with . 
Pagan's Theatre; and perhaps 
a hinder:ance to mass acceptance-
of dance, is that the medium 
often does not lend itself well 
to thematic development. Some-
times even a program does not 
help in understanding a piece. 
For example, the second piece 
"Oatka-Trail," althou,sh fasci-
nating to watch if only for 
dancer Steve Humphrey's un~ 
believable body control, did n·ot 
......... 
Dance is one of the most 
important and most neglected 
arts in American popular cul-
ture. Controlled movement arid 
rhythm · is essential as _both ,art 
and entertainment, not to men-
tion exercise. People start gar-
age bands and make home 
movies 'and paint 6n their own, 
but r<!rely does one hear of 
somebody forming a dance 
troupe jn their basement. Ad-
rm ttedl y, every.few years a dance 
craze is started by a movie such 
as Saturday N~ght Fever or 
Flashdance, but the fad dies 
almost as quickly as it becomes 
popular. Formal appreciation 
of dance isn't popular 
Tuesday night at the Johnson 
Theater, Garth Fagan's Bucket 
Dance Theatre, a modern dance 
group, were both popular and 
appreciated. Through five uni-
que dance pieces, Fagan' s troupe 
amazed with a stunning com- · 
bination of discipline, grace, and 
style. For those uninitiated with 
either modern dance or the 
Bucket Dancers, these dance 
pieces have more in common 
with David Byrne of the Talking 
The Bucket Dance Theatre 
began in 1970 when chor~o-
grapher Fagan, a professor at 
the S.tate University of New 
York at Brockport, began teach-
ing a group of unskilled dancers. 
During the eighteen years since, 
Fagan has, as Dancemagazine 
has said, "evolved his own 
movement idiom and his own 
aesthetic, and trained a group 
of dancers to embody them." 
, This movement idiom is 
more often then not typified by 
a highly structu,red, weH organ-
ized, almost mechanized group 
of iqdividual cogs working 
together to create a well oiled 
machine. Tuesday's opening 
number / "Prelude (Discipline 
Is Freedom)'' with its linear, 
almost Metropolis-like ap-
proa<.::h, and closing nu{Ilber, 
"Traipsing Through The May," 
a flowing, balanced display of 
a courting ritual, most exemplify 
this experience. 
\. seem to make any sense. Not .. 
that one would want the broad 
and gracious dance strokes to 
parody themselves into the 
pitiful world of pantomime, but 
a little more theme might be 
enlightening . . 
Timothy C Roselles and Donna Stetler appear in Sea Marks 
Wednesdays through Saturdays until February 28 at Ports-
mouth's Theater by the Sea. Call the box office at 431-5854 
The most enjoyable piece of 
the evening, "Touring Jubilee 
1924 (Profesional)," was a jazz 
· number featuring music from 
Aside from this minor prob-
lem, Garth Fagan:'s Bucket 
.Dance Theatre scored an enjoy-
able and resounding victory in 
bringing the art of dance to the · 
Johnson Theater. 
for ticket information. · , 
vides a soothing balm to the · 
emotional wounds. .. the play 
inflicts. 
Colm is a plain man. Through 
Rosselle's portrayal, we come 
to understand that simplicity 
is not akin t'o s'tupidity. He is 
strong and serene, unencum-
bered by the complexities that 
"city people" allow to control 
their lives, ' 
"Ye set ye nets," he says of 
fishermen ways, "and ye haul 
'em in. Ye stay away from the 
rocks at night, and ye anchor 
with care." This, as with many 
of his narrative£, become_s more 
than a weather beaten tale. He · 
. describes uniy~rsal c9nt~pts in 
•. · a'.frq~H,,:4n:t11in~~Q,JP~fln,~r. tha.t 
Wbere Colm is the calm sea, 
Timothea can only be described part of the MUSO Film Series. 
as the maelstrom, constantly By Arthur Lizie Auntie Mame, first put on 
cp_.agging, ever turbulan t. The. premise: an eccentric celluloid in 1958, originally a 
· Stetler's com.mand of this temp- aunt is empowered with caring play, is generally considered to 
est of passions is admirable and for her nephew. Sounds old? It be the strongest film role of 
her smo0th transitions estim- sh.ould, i~'s the ever popular actress Rosalind Russell's .ca- ~ 
able. " placing-normal-kids-under-the- reer. She is perhaps best remern-
Sea Marks offers an evening care-of-offbeat-adults theme, bered for her role opposite Cary 
of moving entertainment to its popular on TV in The Munsters Grant in the quintessential 
view'ers. The intangible emo- and Nt1tnny and the Professor, newspaper film, His Gir{ Friday. · 
tions of the leading pair gather . and in the movies with Mary In Auntie Mame, as the.title 
like mis'ts over a still harbor, Poppins and the new House- character, Rassell believes that 
concealing not quiet, clear seas, keeping. The guilty party this "life is a banquet, and most 
but churning waves and mighty week? Dear old Auntie Mame, suckers are sta-rving to death." 
headwinds that threa-ten to a film directed by Morton Da Can you -imagine anyone being 
destroy its navigators. If you - .Costa, best kn0wn for The Music placed under the care_ of this 
dare brave that · sea, or feel · Man. The filin shows this Sun- woman? Imagine no long~r now 
dr_ay,,n ~o it .as I did, ;t4e voyage . '· . . . ,. . , "' . ::-...... · ~- ~ .. ·:-:'•·d~y. a_t _7 and. 9~30i p.rqjn th½ . that yo~ c·an see ;_ theHresults 
w1Jl d-'-- ~~  , <,.·t ·.,. . . ·' - . -::-./- " . __ ,f'·W b.(f.is, Au:ntie Mam(f.':up :Col /J:\Stnitfotd lto.om;qf.:rl:i~LMUi~.as,..,,l· ..Sundarinight/ , ,., ,:_ .;;, , __ , -~ ---
., 
-, 
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Music To~ Good For· Words 
Stewart Copeland 
The Equalizer And Other Cliff Hangers 
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Music Too Good For Words 
I.R.S. Records 
By Arthur Lizie 
Peter Haycock 
I know, it may sound like a 
nutty idea, but the I.R.S. No 
Speak Series features songs 
:without words. I mean, th~re 
are four records, and nobody 
sings on any of them. Can you 
believe that! What do ~hey think 
we're gonna do, make up our 
own words? Bon Jovi don't do 
songs without words. You never 
hear songs without words on 
the radio. Boy·, these guys are 
n-u-t-s, nut-s. They'.ve lost it, 
Sarcasm aside,. although it 
may not be as highly original 
as · the label might like to have 
us think, the I.R.S. No Speak 
Series is _ a :worthwhile project. 
The series concept is to issue 
a series of records whose "sound 
is based firmly in the rock idiom, 
unencumbered with banal lyrics 
firmly rooted in rock 'n' roll who 
. have a hard time connecting 
with jazz or classical . but have 
· trouble with rock bands singing 
songs of rebellion to adolescent . 
youths." Although this state-
ment could be taken as either 
a -compliment or an insult, it's 
still a good idea. 
The series, which is scheduled 
co continue periodically into the 
future, is the -brainchild of Miles 
Copeland, the king of LR.S. 
Records, the label that brought 
the world R.E.M., The Alarm, 
·The Buzzcocks, and many other 
· audio and occasionally visual 
delights. For the first four No 
Speak _albums Copeland has re-
assembled Wishbone Ash, the 
. ,,: first band he ever managed, 
.. resurrected Peter Haycock, 
former guitarist of Climax Blues 
Band, reawakened former Police 
drummer Stewart.Copeland, and 
. salvaged William Orbit from 
Torch Song. A greatest hits 
collection, of the four discs, 
Music Too Good For Wordsis 
also available. · 
No Speak #1 features the 
unyielding guitar talents of the 
Peter Haycock on Guitar & Son .. 
The ,self produced disc is an 
entertaining voyage into a thick 
forest of rock, blues, and jazz. 
Although no new ground, (or 
New Age, thank you; Peter) is 
broken here, the record does 
provide many enjoyable listens. 
The best tunes are "Liberty," 
a worthy excuse . for a high 
hande~ guitar solo, "Lucienne," · 
aimed at teens by players who William Orbit 
look like Vogue models or 
punk/ metal trendies." I-'m all. an intros p e·c ti v e·, ' Mark 
for anything that will help to Knopfler-ish song, '.'Terry 
combat banal lyrics and Anne," a blues/jazz number, 
punk/metal trendies. In addi- and "Dr. Brown I Presume," the 
tion, it "is targeted to people type of.stuff Jeff Be_ck vsed \w 
Wishbone Ash 
.. _ back in the days 'of bell.bottoms . . 
"Lucienne" and-"Terry Anne" 
are both indude on the sampl,er 
album. 
• , No ,Speak# 2 features :70s 
dinosaur act Wishbone Ash 
churning our. straight forward 
rock songs on Nouveau Calls. 
Although they show their age 
a . bit with so.me ··70s . guitar 
dithes, they are given a much 
needed, but sometimes over-
done, '80s shav·e and a haircut 
by producer William Orbit. The 
two best songs here, also bo~h 
ort the sampler, are very pop-
ish. "Flags Of Converiience" has-
a very catchy melody on the 
chorus and is ska/General Pub- '. 
Jic in the upper registers and 
Adam Clayon-ish down around 
the bass line while "Something's 
Happening In Room 602" has 
, a deep sinking hook. With a 
little wprk the second song could 
do something on AOR. The rest 
of the record is quite diverse, 
with Arabian melodies popping 
up on "Arabesque," the south 
rising on "Clousseau," and 
"Miami Vice" taking its revenge 
on "Real Guitars Have Wings." 
The only complaint with the 
record is an over abundance of 
synthesizers .. Only Pete Town-
shend used synths when these 
guys started out... 
Echo At Wang 
Echo-And The Bunnynien ·· 
with The Leather Nan . 
Wang Center, Boston 
Tuesday, Feb. 2 
By Danny I. Overtalk 
Although I've not been a big 
· fan oCEcho and The Bunnymen 
lately, a trip to Boston by bus 
in February is always a pleas-
urable experience. Just my luck 
that when I arrived in the Hub, 
Echo and the boys, along with 
their their haircuts and smoke, 
.happened to be playing the _ 
Wang Center on the second leg 
of their currem _US tour. Wond-
ers never cease .. 
The opening band, The Leath-
er Nun, were horrible. There 
isn't any possible way that Echo . 
had any part in choosing this 
band to open for them. I'm sure 
these guys were owed big favors 
in order for them to appear in 
· public. One of the most horrible 
thing that these "musicians" 
did .was to play Dire Straits' "So 
Far Away." I really like Straits 
and was offended that these · 
"artists" attempted to flatter 
them. The only Nun· that 
showed any promise was the 
bassist. 
Following a brief intermis-
sion, the Bunnymen appeared 
on stage amid smoke and cam-
oflaged netting. During -the 
show the set flickered between 
Psychedelic art and flashing 
strobe sparkles, the latter look-
ing like distant pulsars flashing 
in the dark of the night. 
The band put in 'a good night's 
work. Will Sargeant ' s guitar 
work was exemplary and Pete 
DeFritas was easily the best 
drummer I've seen yet in this 
young year. Sin-ger Ian McCul-
lough began the show in his shy, 
"pretty" voice, imaginatively 
dressed ·in leather an,d jeans . 
After drinking some magical 
potion, the shy innocent daugh-
ter's date became an embodi-
ment of sexually procative rock 
and roll, as shocking as Elvis 
or Bowie in .their heyday. 
Song selection from the Echo . 
Big Note Songbook went as -one 
might expect; Pi.ck up a copy 
of Songs To Learn And Sing for 
details. Surprises included en-
cores of "Twist and Shout," , 
quite out of character for the 
band, The Doors' "Soul Kit -
chen," and th eRolling Stones' 
"Paint It Bl~ck." 
Overall, the show was very 
good. I would give it a 93 out 
of 100 pos§ible points on the 
Bun-o-meter. 
No Speak # 3 features the 
eclectic and highly underrated 
composing, producing, and per-
forming talents of William 
Orbit on Strange Cargo. Of the 
four records, this is the most 
enjoyable and diverse. Again, 
the two best tunes are included 
on the sampler: "Via Caliente" 
features a dense, melodic Latino 
sound while "Fire And Mercy" 
hits hard, straight out of the 
same beat box batteried by 
B.A.D. and other dance/tape 
loop bands . Other standout 
tunes .include "Out Of The Ice,'.' 
laden with a mosterous driving 
rhythm and blazing guitar solos 
and "Silent Signals," musical 
mumblings reminiscent of re-
cord two of Pink Floyd's Uma 0 
gumma. There should be some 
soft spot in the listening world 1----------- ---------,-- - - ------~ 
for William Orbit. 
No Speak #4 features the 
quasi-classical, pseudo-rock rum-
blings of the ever popular 
Stewart Copel-and with The 
Equalizer and Other ~Cliff 
Hangers. It is probably like 
nothing else you've heard re-
cently. , Copel?nd is right .in 
saying on the back of the record 
that "Dancing to this r~cords 





By Wally Dwyer 
After listening to the rather 
divergent solo work from not-
able background band members 
such as U2's The Edge (The • 
Captive) and The Police's Andy 
Summers (XYZ), one might 
expect Jerry Harrison, the in-
imitable keyboar~ist from the 
Talking Heads, to offer some 
really radical stuff on his new 
work Casual Gods. Well, he 
does . 
While the sound is dominated 
. by synthesizers ( ~hey' re his 
specialty, what do you want?), 
it is quite unlike most of the 
other blar1d synth-pop trash 
be_ing churned out these days. 
Perhaps the best musical com-
parisons can be drawn with early 
Stewart Copeland 
-- Herbie Hancock and, not sur-
prisingly, the Talking Heads. 
hea~thy mind, but it won't be 
easy." How accurate. Rhythmus 
and melodicus interruptus are 
practiced here as the songs often 
offer the listener one musical 
idea and then shock with. a 
completely unrelated concept. 
Hard to listen to, but worth the 
- effort. Especially interesting 
are the joyful "Rag Pole Dance," 
the classically framed "Lurking 
Solo," and the often purpose-
fully counter-product_ive 
"Tancred Baller." It's not Klark 
Kent singing '-'Don't Care" or 
The Police with "Miss Gteden-
ko;" or even Copeland's sound-
track solo work, so buyer be-
ware; It is ar, extremely 
ambitious project well worth 
a listen. 
The lyrics are also intelligent 
- and thought provoking, as one 
might expect from a Harvard 
graduate like Harrison. 
Harrison produced the record 
himself. Considering all the 
different people who had a hand 
in makin·g the music, it's a 
tribute to his producing ability 
thaD 'the record acheives the 
coherency that it does. The 
engineering is also fantastic, 
creating a record amazingly 
·pleasant to listen· to. Most 
listeners will probably find 
themselves listening the record 
over and over again. 
Although Casual Gods, is a 
super album, it can't be taken 
as a collection of individual 
songs. There are neither hit 
singles to . be found· here nor .a 
specific message. Instead, Har- 1 
rison creates a mood for the 
liste~er. This seems -tQ be a trend 
in some forms• of popular mµsic 
that I can only hope will be 
heard more from in the future. 
For any serious . Talking 
Heads fan, -Casual Gods is a . 
must. For everyone else, it's well 
worth a listen. I don't know who 
·said it, or even if it's accurate, · 
but this paraphrase seems ap-
propriate: '''I have seen . the 
future of pop music,· and the · 
, future is Jerry HarFison and the 
Talking Heads. 
OK, so they-don't have words, 
I guess they' re still worth lis-
tening to. I still don't see why 
they don't have words. If words 
were good enough for The 
Beatles, why can:t these guys 
use them? No Speak, huh? 
Pretty sneaky. Jerry Harrison (Robert Mapelethorpe photo) 
"' .... 




Last Emperor Music 
Bright Morning Star sing songs of freedom and struggle tomght 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Granite State Room of the MUB. Tickets, 
available at the MUB ticket office, are $4.00 in advance, $5.50 
at the door for studer1ts with I.D., $6.00 in advance, $7.50 





By Brendan Gleeson J .. , is the strength of 'their voices. 
· First, 'the nan{e: The Cheis-· In fact, the brothers had to bring 
tians are not so pretentious as in other musicians to provtde 
to consider themselves spokes- electric guitar, bass, and drums, 
man for half the world; they are ·showing that they are aware of 
not trying to spread the Good what they do best. 
Word. Nor are they atheists The results of letting others 
using the name ironically. The • handle the bulk of the music are 
Christians· are two brothers, positive, but difficult to define. 
Garry (lead vocals) _and Russell The sound is heavy.on bass and 
(vocals, saxophone) Christian, . drums, providing a solid anchor 
who, along with Henry Priest- for the-airy voices of the broth-
man- (keyboards, guitars, vo- ers. Saxophonist Priestman 
cals), are aware of the present usually offers a catchy counter-
state ·of the world and refuse to melody. "Save A Soul In Every 
be brought low by it. Their Town" and "When The Fingers 
eponymous debut album offers Point" show that these guys can 
a refereshing break for those make music with the best of 
who feel that, in general, things them. ., 
are just going to get worse.. Like their fellow Englishmen, 
The main strength of The · the recently departed House-
Christians is the way in which martins, The Christians come 
the two brothers blend their up with a winning combination 
voices. It is the voices that hold by pairing danceable, upbeat 
the lis-tener, for they seem to music with lyrics that look on _ 
float just above the music,.never the dark side of life. The first 
really making contact with it. lines of "Forgottep Town" 
This is because they sing so which opens the album, are "No 
smoothly, emphasizing the har- sign of loving/In rhis world of 
monies. "Sad Songs" shows push and shoving." They ·also 
their skills best; the song would look at unemployment, home-




The Last Emperor 
Virgin Records 
By Patrik Jonsson 
None of the pieces on The 
Last Emperor will ever make 
it to the charts unless Dick Clark 
decides to feature Oriental 
instrumentalson American 
Bandstand. This record, dealing 
with its own rich imagery, 
doesn't bother getting involved 
with the pressure scene inside 
the music industry, but creates 
a world within itself. 
· The music is essentially Orien-
tal, performed on the first side 
by Ryuchi Sakamoto, one of 
Japan's biggest stars , and .on the 
second side by David Byrne, our 
very own big Talking Head _. 
Please do not buy this_ record 
expecting traditional 
Byrne/Heads music, buy it 
expecting only what it is: a 
collection of beautiful Oriental 
music that plays like· a look at 
an exhibition of Chinese prints 
- shapes and landscapes, a sense 
of the Orient and its culture. 
When you look at any piece 
of Oriental art you immediately . 
see the aesthetic difference from 
our own art. They offer a 
difference in cultural thought; 
they have their own sense of 
nature, society, and religion. 
Vincent Van Gogh tried his 
hand at Japanese print, but even 
he could only produce amateur-
ish copies. Although he incor-
porated many of their ideas into 
hi-s own style, he could never 
produce a real Japanese print. 
Likewise, Byrne tries, in his own 
quirky way to reproduce tradi- · 
tional Oriental music. His ver-
, sions are interesting and innov-
ative, like anything Byrne does, 
but do not evoke the images that 
Sakamoto conjures with his 
more traditional arrangements. 
It's not David's fault, it's in our 
culture. On the flip side, Saka-
moto might try, but could never 
reproduce the gol9en tones · of 
The Eagles' "Hotel California" 
(Thank God for litte favors-ed.). 
Cultural differences are very 
apparent here. As Sakatpoto's 
"First Coronation" seeps gently . 
out-of the speakers. you suddenly 
sre images. It's like recreating 
t_~_I_!lovi'e in your head. The 
a host of other problems, but ' 
manage to keep the upbeat spirit 
of the album intact. The record 
is not depressing, hut uplifting 
because The Christians are not 
so presumptous as to try and 
offer solutions; they only offer 
· hope. 
The album is currently at 
- nuD1,ber eight on the British 
charts (ahead of George 'Tm 
Your Man" Michaels, who holds 
down the number one U.S. 
spot), showing that ,the band 
have a broad appeal. They even 
were packaged in a gatefold 
. cover . over there. If Island 
Records would put some money 
be.hind them in A,..merica, they 
would be capable of making a 
good showing on the charts here 
as well. The Christians are not 
likely to be on MTV in the near 
future, unfortunately. 
But charts and MTV should 
not matter in the success of a 
band. The Chri·stians make good 
music, and just because their 
record company doesn't feel like 
spending money on them in 
America doesn't mean you 
shouldn't. They're worth ir. 
notes do not seem played, but 
somehow made, like magic. The · 
Last Emperor has a main theme 
melody which Sakamoto varies 
in several different arrange-
ments. To each treatment he 
brings new scenesj whether 
happy, sad, gripping, or sus-
penseful. · 
Byrne's side is quite different. 
The music is still Oriental but 
Western influences seep in. Be's 
-using the same tonal scales and 
same instruments, but less 
strings f(nd their way into his 
arrangements, as he relies more 
on rhythm and single melody 
lines. These songs were all 
written and played by Byrne, 
which is quite impressive. It's 
good to see him moving,_ grow-
ing . He 's one of the best mu-
sicians we've got simply because 
he is willing co grow for his arc: 
He does falter a bit thought 
when the East/West compar-
ison shows up on his version 
of the main theme. It's nice, but 
the images aren't there. 
The second sides concludes 
with an ~nexcidng piece by a 
person cir' a group\ called Cong 
Su ·and a short singing piece by 
the Girls Red Guard Dancers ., 
called, what do you know, "The 
Red Guard Dance." 
It's encouraging to see a major 
movie soundtrack steer _away 
from the Dirty Dancing hit 
machine qr the paste-me-on-
Bi!!board mentality and instead 
explore cultural messages and 
imagery. This music is diffi~ult 
to dance to, but if you like to play 
film director, it's perfect for 
making your own home movies. 
Jazz and Blues 
Two men, two pianos, one vision: Jazzmen Ralph Sutton and 
Jay McShann. The duo appear as part of the Traditional Jazz 
Series next Monday, February 8 at 8 p.m. in the Strafford Room 
of the MUB. Tickets for the eve·nt, co-sponsored by the UNH 
Department of Music and _the NH Library of Traditional Jazz, 
are $3.00 for students, $5.00 to the general public. 
Shirley Lewis and The Movers make a return appearance at 
the Stone Church in Newmarket this Friday, February 5.at 
9 p.m. Tickets for the classic styled rhythm and blues show 
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Unit plcms and pnces are subject to chcmge without notioe. 
One bedroom condominiums from $68,850 ... two 
~oom condominiums from $74,850. These low 
· preconstructi.()n prices are offereg for a limited time, 
only on the firs~ 96. units sold. Wjth'·the high oe-
mand for quality homes at low prices, these garden 
. condominiums are sure to sell fast! , . 
Exceptional location. The Meadows at Dover is just 
north of Portsmouth, within easy commutingdis-
tcmce to Durham. Beaches, mountains, lakes, sho~ 
ping, recreation and educational facilities are 
within easy driving cllstance. 
Quality construction. Rarely are so many features 
included at these low prices. Stcmdaid features 
include applianced kitchen, private balcony or 
patiQ, carpeting, gas heat, elevator and more. The 
condominium community is developed by The 
Cablal Group, with a reputation for quality you can 
dependon. ' 
For more information call 1-800-537-7301 or 
(603)749-0008 Oocally). Better yet, visit our sales 
office and furnished model today. 
0 
The Mecdows at Dover is marketed by Dube, Cabral & Company,_ Inc. 




To the Editor: 
Upon reading your Feb. 12, 1988 
· edition, I was dismayed to see three 
types of shoddy journalism in the 
·two articles that made reference 
to the candidate I support for 
president, Lyndon LaRouche Jr., 
the which I feel compelled to 
respond to, if only to prevent future 
such cheap tricks from disgracing 
you any further. 
The first instance of shoddy 
journalism appeared in a page two, 
three paragraph item under the 
"News in-Brief" section headlined 
"Gadhafi~laftouche in '~8?" 
Nowhere in the text of the article, 
which reports on Gadhafi' s racist 
remarks in support what can only 
be described as a geographical 
apartheid division of America, is 
Mr. LaRouche's v.iew of such a 
proposal, or even any reference to 
Mr. LaRouche beyond his name 
inserted in the headline. The im-
plication of the headline is that Mr. 
LaRouche would support such a 
racist policy, which is slanderous 
and the exact opposite of reality. 
Ironically, in 1986, when Mr. 
Gorbachey of Russia made virtually 
identical remarks to congressman 
Mickey Leland (D-Texas) which 
were published internationally, Mr. 
LaRouche issued a statement round-
ly condemning them as racist, -if 
in keeping with Russian policy 
towards their own non-slavic ethnic 
populations, a·nd predicted the 
likelihood of Gadhafi soon echoing 
such a philosophy, since he to,o 
shares the underlying fascist view-
point such opinions reveal. 
The second and third instances 
of shoddy journalism occurred in 
the text of your page three article-
by Bryan Alexander headlined 
"LaRouche to speak at UNH." 
Reporting on the protest against 
. the exclusio.n of Mr. LaRouche from 
; the so-c;:aJled "Democratic candi-
/ date's qebate" of Jan. 24, 1988, you 
, ! confused the issue entirely. First 
you quote Mr. Ramsey Mclaughlan 
regarding the number of candidates 
on the New Hampshire ballot, but 
ignore _the facts regarding Mr. 
LaRouche having fulfilled all' the 
requirements of a "major candi-
date," then you garble grammar in 
such a way as to misrepresent the 
petition circulated on campus pro-
testing the exclusion of Mr. La-
Rouche from the non-debate, which 
·. is primarily protesting the violation 
of the righ'i:s of students and citizens 
whq have been, by this act of 
political apartheid, denied the right 
to actually hear the ideas of all major 
candidates for the highest offic:e 
in the land; then you futth~t confuse , 
this issue by misquoting me to the 
effect that the petition campaign 
, had any bearing on the "year of the 
presidency" appearance by Mr. 
LaRouche, when I had explicitly 
told you these signatures had been 
shown to no official at the U niver-
sity as yet, and had merely reported 
to you the progress on this parallel 
course of action. 
In closing the article in question 
your Mr. Alexander resorts to the 
cheap trick I consider your third 
violation of principles of proper 
journalism. Seeking out one of the 
signers of the petition (when I had 
merely allowed Mr. Alexander- to 
xe·rox it for the text), the author 
persuaded Michael Rose to put 
himself on the record as actually 
not in agreement with the petition 
he signed. This effort to discredit 
the petition thus instead discredits 
poor Michael Rose, since he now 
finds himself with only two con-
flicting explanations for his behav-
ior: either he signed the petition 
in good faith, then gutlessly retract-
ed his signature under pressure of 
media exposure, or he gutlessly 
succumbed to my pressure to sign 
it (which witnesses will agree came 
after a conversation of less than 
30 seconds), then later r·etracted 
it. Whichever option Mr. Ro;e 
prefers, the petition still stands, 
despite such weak efforts to dis-
credit it. 
SHODDY, page 30 
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Interested Ill Photography? 
Contact Rob or Kathy at 862-1485 _or 
stop by the MUSO office in the MUB 





Women at New Hampshire _ 
*** Kappa Delta 
*** 
Kappa Delta comes your way in early February. For more 
information, contact Panhellenic Office, Huddleston . 
Hall --
JOIN US -.\{ 
SUNBOUND 
NASSA·U 





YOUR TRIP FEATURE.S: 
Emerald Caribbean waters, snow white 
beaches, hot sunny days, cool party nights, 
warm ,friendly people, watersports galore, and 
non-stop excitement. Co(Tle get the warmest 
welcome in the Caribbean. 
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR YOUR SPRiNG BREAK IS 
THE NASSAU HARBOUR CLUB - "ON THE WATER" 
FEATURING: 
• Walking distance to Paradise Island, home of the best · 
beaches, excellent nightlife and fabulous Resorts Inter-
national Casino. 
• Acr<3,ss the street from Club Water1oo. This is Nassa1:J's 
t,ottest nightspot and home of many special Spring Break 
events. A beautiful indoor-outdoor club open until 4:00 
a.m. Club Waterlool is also a tenn1$ club where you will 
have. discounts on court time. 
• Great Party Mm~phere. .The entire hotel is ours. 180 
.college students wifl have the run of the entire Nassau 
-Harbour Club. 




YOUR TRIP INCLUDES: 
THIS YEAR FOR SPRING BREAK IT'S BETTER IN THE 
BAHAMAS AT THE NASSAU HARBOUR CLUB 
BAHAMAS PARTY WEEK INCLUDES: 
• Roundtrip jet flight from major cities 
• Roundtrip airport transfers to Hotel 
· • 7 nights hotel accommodations 
• Welcome rum swizzle 
• One hour rum swizzle party 
• Three hour cruis~ with unl imited rum punch 
(Nassau/Paradise Island) 
• Pool party with free lunch and music (Freeport ) 
• Three t?each parties (one,with free lunch) music 
• Exclusive free admission to the Palace, W~terloo 
• All hotel taxes, energy surcharge, and maid gratu ities 
• College week programs by the Bahamas Tourist Office 
, • On location Profess·ional Tour Escort ! 
Space is limited at the Nassau Harbour Club_, so get your 
deposit in NOW. $75 is required to reserve a spot. Final pay-
ment must be made at least 45 days prior to your trip. 
CONTACT 
' ,.--
Act now, this trip will sell out. 
TIM SILK 
22 Madbury _Rd -
Durha!!lra NH 03824 
603·8oo·3047 · · 
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Ct.ASSIFIED 
Apartment for rent -- $500 per month. 
Includes heat. Main Street, Durham. Call 
, 207 ~439~31301 :· 
One bedroom apartment -- Main Street, 
Durham. Call 207 -439-3801. 
W A N T E D R O O M 
MATE/COMPANION/MENTOR FOR 
YOUNG WOMAN IN FIRST INDEPENDENT 
LIVING SITUATION. PATIENCE AND 
ABILITY TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AND 
ENCOURAGEMENT ESSENTIAL. FEMALE 
NONSMOKER SOUGHT FOR - NEW-
MARKET APT. WITH POTENT IAL FOR 
PORTSMOUTH .ALSO. CALL RICK 433-
5587. 
ROOMMATES Nl;EDED to share our cozy 
apartment. It's minutes from campus, and 
has a wonderful fireplace. Call Lisa or Jen 
anytime. 868-3039. 
Apartment available in Dover. 5 miles from 
UNH or Kari-van route. $200 per month. 
Caren 868-3503. · 
Apartment for Rent -- Female -- Main St.-
- Fumis,hed -- available NOW -- call 
Heather at 868-9711. 
· ROOM FOR RENT IN DURHAM $800 FOR 
SEMESTER INCLUDES UTILITIES, CALL 
MARK 868-6167 OR 77 4-4207 
· Portsmouth- Professional roommate 
wanted- male or female 25-plus to share 
· ne~ly renovated 2 bedroom apardtment 
in Portsmouth. $325 plus half utilities. Cal l 
431-2089. 
DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS 
SEMESTER??? We ll , I've got just the 
answer. It's in Area I, with access to a full 
kitchen, library, TV room, and rec room. 
Th is is a room for 2 people, bul we are 
willing to make it a single. Call Bruce at 
868-6108 for more info and tour. 
For a great summer job in June,_ why not 
be part of the Freshman Orientation staff? 
Applications now available in Dean of 
Students otfice. Deaafine: Friday, Feb.S 
Earn $480$ plus weekly. Industrial project, 
Incentives, Bonus offer. Work at home . 
Rush stamped self addressed envE;:) lope 
to United Service of America, 24307 ,Magic 
Mtn . Parkway, Suite 306, Va lencia, Ca. 
91355 
HELPER FOR DISABLED PERSON. $6 PER 
HOUR. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 
FLEXIBLE HOURS. GREAT BOSS. CALL 
DAN AT 692-4764. EVENINGS. 
The Meeting Center at Orchard Park, 
Portsmouth, need.s he lp serving buffet 
luncheons and coffee breaks on weekdays. 
If you have free time during the day to work 
on an on-call basis, ca ll 433-5300 
National Marketing Company looking for 
ambitious Jr, Sr, or Grad student to manage 
promotions on- campus this semester. 
Earning potential up to $5000. Flexible part-
time hours. Call Randi, Dee, or Terri at (800) 
592-2121 
Student with own transportation interested 
in free room and board in exchange for 
15-20 hrs a week of child care. You would 
live on Maine Coast with a young couple 
and their 2 and one halt year old daughter 
approximately 25 minutes from campus. 
Contact Steve or Laura 207 -439-2057 
Want-ed: full time ski instr' uctor. 
Ba lsams/Wi lderness skifresor~. Dixvil le 
Notch NH 03576. Room and board in-
cluded. Contact Tom Nangu (603) 255-
3951 or Michael Pearson 868-3072 
Are you interested in.meeting new people 
and getting invoJveci with UNH? Then we 
want you for June transfer orientation staffll 
Time is running outtt App le today at the 
commut~r transfer center Rm 136 MUB. 
. . , C M.~21 ~~?t . 1§~1~f i::~;~b :!~:~: i~~~:,:~~~ 
Red 1_970 VW trug; new: clutch, carburetor, 
tires, muffler. Great shape. Mike -- day: 862-. 
1387, night: 868-2316. $800. 
1979 Honda Civic 1200. 76,000 miles. 40 
miles/gal. New tires, exhaust, brakes, Some 
rust. $750. Call 497-3999. 
1980 Chevy Malibu wagon, well cared for 
and reliable. Auto, P.S., P.B., 4 radials and 
radial snows, $1200. So. Berwick, 207-384-
2584. 
$ki Bopts -- Raichle Vivare, size 8, woman's. 
Brand new -- never used! Was $200, now $125. 
Call in Berwick (207) 698-4514. 
1984 TOYOTA HI-LUX PICKUP TRUCK, 
SHORT BED, WITH 1987 CAP. 4-SPEED, 1 
EXCELLENT THROUGHOUT. BEIGE 
BEAUTY. $4000 EVEN. 868-5122. 
Saab 99 1977 GL 5-door, hatchback, new 
cylinder head, battery, sunroof. Everything 
works. $995. Evenings Berwick (207) 698-
4514. 
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES: Class of 1990 
Banners for sale. 5' x 3' in UNH colors. Great 
decoration and memorabilia. Call Jeff at 868-
3050 for delivery. ' 
COMPUTER, KAYPRO 11/83 CP/M; 
includes all instructio1i- manuals and 
software for Perfect Writer, Wordstar, M-
Basic, Perfect Filer, Perfect Cale , Profit 
Plan, Perfect Speller, The Word,'_ S-Basic 
Compiler. $250 Campus 3384 or 778-1399. 
1979 chevette for sale. New snow tires, 
battery. Best offer. Call Dianna at 868-5190. 
EXEL f=ORTE carbon kevlar racing poles. 
Skating lengths 155, 160, 165 cm. $45/ pr 
(low price) 964-8078 Tom 6-10 pm 
COMPUTER , KAYPRO 11 / 83 . CP / M; 
includes all instruction manuals and 
software for Perfect Writer, Wordstar, M-
Basic, Perfect Filer, Perfect Cale, Profit 
Plan , Perteet Speller,.The Word, S-Basic 
Compiler. $250 Campus 3384 or 778-1399 
Valentine flower sale today and Monday 
•from 10-2 in the MUB. Sponsored by Alpha 
Phi to benefit the Heart Association. Buy 
a bud for your babel 
Speakers- ESS AMT 3 Rock Monitors. lg. 
YOU ARE CORD IALLY INVITED TO EIE, 
ALIAS KAPPA SIGMA LITTL"E SISTERS, 
OPEN RUSH FEB. 15 & 17 FROM 8-10 PM 
AT KAPPA SIGMA MANSION. 
Jay Leno Live in person -- Feb 17th. MEET 
HIM! Details in Friday's NH . Tickets still 
available. 
, Sick of :.;:... :-,001? Tired of Durh,am? It's not 
too late to·get away1 CANCUN.~rvlEXICOII 
THE BAHAMAS!! Trips start at $2791 Spots 
are disappearing fast so call nowt Roberta 
-- 868-3214 anytime 
TAX PREPARATION - by enrolled agent, 
individuaror business, fast and reasonable, 
call now 749-6327. 
TYPING OF ALL KINDS. $1.25 PER DOU-
BLE SPACED PAGE. PICK-
UP / DELIVERY IF REQUIRED . PLEASE 
CALL 332-6887. 
Scared and thin~ you're pregnant? We care. 
Call us for tree confidential tes ting an·d 
counseling 7 49-4441 . Appointments and 
walk -ins welcome. Seacoast Crisis Preg-
nancy Center, 90 Washington St, Dover. 
Hours .1 0-4 Monday-Friday, 7 -9 pm Thurs- . 
day evenings. 
Performance ski tuning for those icy 
conditions! Sharpening, waxing and tuning 
for less than Putnam's or Ski Shed's. Call 
Kevin at 868-3459. 
YOUR PLANETARY PATH - - IT'S 
YOURS AND YOURS ALONE. ASTROL-
OGY READINGS. M_.ARY jANE MOUL TON 
436-4084. 
Jen- Put the needle on the record! And get 
a hair cut! Love Ya- Caryl* 
(39'/ 16 / 13) Efficient and powerful (10- SPRING BREAK '88- Nassau , Paradi se 
150w rms) Incredible sour;_idl Walnut cabs, Island or Canc1.w Warm bodies needed. 
excellent cond. $6/25 or b.o . Tom 86'8- ,, Sign up no\f\/. Lirni,te_d,space c a·11 JoJo at 
1156 even(ngs. · ' ·· · · 868:'3052 
---------------
UNH Skiers- For ten dollars $$ you can 
spend the day at Gunstock (on Tuesdays 
_and Th~[Sdays). Look for the coupon in 
this edition of The New Hampshire. · 
Using alcohol responsib ly means not letting 
the use of alcohol have a i;iegative impact 
on self, others or property. For some people 
this may be the decision not·to use alcohol 
at all. Recognize another's right to decide 
for oneself. 
Time is running out...Apply for a fun-filled, 
exciting job as a June Transfer Orientation 
Staff. It's a great way to make new friends 
and get involved with UNH. Apply today 
at Commuter Transf,er Center, Rm. 136 
MUB, Deadline February 9th. 
Skiers- Skiing at Gunstock is now cheaper 
than ever. On Tuesdays and Thursd·ays 
UNH skiers can ski 2 for 1, that's 10 dollars. 
Think about the ways you've spent $10 
in the past, skiing will top them alll 
· Most people can consume only 1 to 1 1 /2 
drinks per hour and stay below their legal 
limit. Remember, body weight, rate. of 
consumption, emotional state and physical 
condition will influence alcohol's effects 
on you. Kt")OW your limit. 
·To the "Saint" and the "Color green": 
Roses are red, 
Violets are _blue, 
I told you I'd write you a personal, 
This one's for YOL\ 
MEET JAY 'LENO-- look for detai ls else-
WE'RE HERE!! EIE, BETTER KNOWN AS 
KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTERS, INVITE 
YOU TO OUR SPRING RUSH '88. PLACE: 
KAPPA SIGMA MANSION. WHEN: FEB 15 
& 17 AT 8 UNTIL 10. 
Two lucky people from UNH are going to 
meet Jay ·Leno Feb. 17th Watch Friday's 
edition for details. Tickets are sti ll avai lable. 
Jim- I just wanted to say I love you!! if-ALY. 
Love, me 
Desperately seeking ... the man with blond 
hair and gold-rimmed glasses who I see 
dining at Phi lbrook on the weekends. My 
question to you is this: Do women with 
_glasses make passes at men who also wear 
glasses? I'm not sure- salad bars are 
inhibiting. Perhaps you should introduce . 
yourself? 
HAVE THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE'S DOOR 
DECORATED BY THE THETA CHI LITTLE 
SISTERS FOR VALENTINE'S DAY. AVAIL-
ABLE IN DINNING HALLS WED. - FRI. 
Want to wish someone a happy Valentine's 
day? BUY THEM A FLOWER at the flower 
sale today and Monday frojll 10-2 in the 
MUB - sponsored by Alpha Phi to benefit 
the Heart Association. 
Ja·y Leno wants to meet yout-Win ·free 
teckets and a chance to meet Jay Leno-
details in todays NH __ --· · 
Volunteer for Safe Rides Sunday 6pm, 
Senate Rm. MUB. We can always use your 
help!! 
where in this issue of the NH YO DEBBIE- No picture this time!!! Just 
Atten_iion gir ls!! PETER BRIAN MCNEIL a simple wish for a happy 22nd b-day. How 
about a drink? Martha is now 211 These are some of his favorite 
words- as a birthday treat to him, please European Cafe. Smith Hall International 
repeat them t_o him all day long: handbag, Center. Enjoy a world of good company! 
consise, pertinent, Cindy, twine, hearty,. Friday Feb. 12, 3-5 pm. Smith main lounge. 
pendant, pulp, satchel.and HUSKIES! 11 1 Digger a_nd the Prez- Whaddaya say! 
Happy Birthday Moonbeam!!! XO~O Jean- Rounds 3 and 4 this weekend? I think not. 
nie, Amanda, Mafy Barbara, Kim, Kri stin, You'll have to earn your cookies some other 
Rachel, Marcie, Kathy, Angie and Maryellen way! luv the Beer Wench 
--- ----
U-2 
Let the Thompson School at UNH bathe 
and gro'om your pet with care. Please call 
862-1144 for appoin~ment. 
Do you fly more than once a year? Book 
Spring Break with us; we'll guarante'e you 
the lowest airfare ... anywhere in the world; 
for the rest of the yeart Many other travel 
benefits! Call Julie at Ultimate Travel (603) 
652-7970. 
Need something to put on a resume? 
Volµnteer for Safe Rides Sunday .night, 6:00 
pm Senate Room MUB. · 
Safe Rides meeting Sunday night at 6:00 
pm. Senate Rm. MUB. Vol·unteers are 
needed. 
·- --- :-----:-:=;:-- ----- ---
We've got the-cheapest rates rorciny one 
of 3 great spots in Fla.II! Panama City 
Beach, Daytona or Ft. Lauderdal_e!! Call 
for more info. Luke 868-2905 or Melissa 
659-7805 
TELEMARK SKIING - Learn Telemark 
skiing with the Outing Club. No experience 
or equiptment nE)cessary- we'll supply the 
geart Feb 12-14. Stop by the NHOC office , 
in Rm 129 of the MUB asap. 
f. • / /' 
.r·· ~.,. 
Can Join the June 
Transfer Orientation 
Staff! 
Applications Available Now at 
the Commuter Transfer· 
Center - R·oom 1-36 MUB 
Deadline: February 9,1988 
=-
\ 
---~~--. ' •~.,.---~-~~···· ,it'}' ' • I \ ', ', • ~ '• \ •, . ' . ' ·. . ' . . . ' . \ ' 
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.. · SENIORS .· 
I • 
IT IS TIME FOR YOU. TO HAVE ·. 
. '• . \ ; . 
' "-.. . , ·. 
YOUR SENIOR POFTRAIT · 
~ 
. TAKEN FOR THE . 
J988 GRANITE YEARBOOK , · 
: 'SIGN - UPS 
\ - . , 
BEGIN THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1 · 
· YOU MAY STOP BY THE GRANITE 
. I ' OFFICE ANYTIME . ' 
' . ' 
··. . · MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY . 
" I • •/ 
PICTURES . 
WILL BEGIN FEBRUARY 15 AND · 
. WILL RUN.THROUGH FEBRUARY 26 
. . ' . . .. -. ' 
. · IF YOU HAVE ·ANY · QUESTIONS · · · · 
. . · PLEASE CONT ACT ·. 
. . . . . , . ·• . . 
. THE GRANITE OFFICE A'T 862-1599 ·. , · ··
. . . . ,... .... 
' ' 
• ,I 
· > THIS IS YOUR LAST 
. . 
OPPORTUNITY TO BE · ·· 
" 
· IN YOUR YEARBOOK. . , 
I , 
The Sale l5 On! ..-
~ 
LUCKY STRIKE ... 
" c/otftit1q /I / ;,1 (; :~r<~ ~~ .St • Portsr11011t l1. NH • 603 436 -2436 71 . ' 
, ,. '. l4ri rorr ) SI. • Portl ;rnci . ME • 207 •773-7784 
BECOME A 
STUDENT 
ai ~e M,,\\s . r:·_t·~ vi ~t here ·_ 
rn Ov'""·"'o.(f\ c~t _-tht t1'\LL RCl\\7 
YU\~ ; Oo :,-oYn<.l.1t p\az.as? 
oU: TAKE I 
N . (\,U,ljj,t, \ . 
)fTil, ' ' 
?' I, 





* · represent UNH, Plymou(h & Keene State on 
< The Uniyersity System's Board of Trustees 
*·. A vote for students 
* Develop Leadership skills 
· Applications now available in t·he Student Senate Office, 
Room 130 MUB, More info ·call 862-1494 « · -
Applicatiori deadlineTuesday February 22, 1988 
PAG[ THIRTY 
After you're done with 
school, you face one of 
the hardest lessons in life: 
Without experience, 
it's tough to get a job.And 
without a job, it's tough to 
, get ex~~nence. 
At The Wall Street· 
· Journal, we recognize that expe-
rience is something you don't ·. 
start earning until after graduation. 
. But while you're waiting, we can 
give you a head start oy providing 
some of the same competitive 
advantages that experience brings. 
· For instance, our wide-ranging · 
news coverage gives you a clearer 
understanding of the whole complex 
world of business. 
Our tightly focused feature re-
porting prepares you for your more 
specific ambitions -whether in 
management, accounting, finance, · 
· · technology, marketing or small 
business. 
And our in-depth analysis helps 
you formulate your ideas in a 
sharper and inore persuasive way. 






Call 800-257 -1200,* Ext. 1066 
or mail the coupon - and start your 
subscription to The Wall Street 
Journal at student savings·of up 
to $48 off the regular subscrip- ·. 
tion price. · 
That's a pretty generous offer. 
Especially when you consider 
what it actually represents. 
Tuition for the real world. 
r;:-· - ·-----:-;--, 
-1 To subscribe, call 800-257-1200,* 1 
1 · · . Ext. 1066 toll- free~ \ I 
Or mail to: The Wall Street Journal, 500 3rd Ave. W., Seattle, 
I WA98119 . . I D Send me one year of The Wall Street Journal for $66-a -
saving of $48 off the regular subscriptum price. 
I D Send me 15 weelcs for $26. D Payment enclosed. D Bill me later. . . I 
I Name·_ ----------,,---------- 1 
I 
Student tD.# . Grad. Month/Year __ ·_ . 
1 . Address · , 
I City---,--______ State_. _Zip ___ I 
I 
School ______ Major' 
1 These prices are valid for a limited time for students only in the continental U.S. By placing your order, you authorize The Wall Street Journal to verify the 
enrollment information supplied above. : 
I The Wall Street Journal. I 
I? 4SNT The daily diary of the~ chm1n~42:_J 
*In Pennsylvania, call 800-222-3380, Ext. 1066.· 
©]986 Dow Jones & Company, Inc,. 
The World of Science 
I • 
Is Right Next Door 
At the MAS Annual Meeting 
1 J ~ 1 s February * Boston .. 
'Come to the nation's largest general science forum and cho9se from 120 + symposia 
and workshops, 12 major lectures by world-renowned scientists, 40 of the year's best 
science films, and -an exhibition of new products and services. You'll learn about the 
latest research, meet the scientific community, expand your mind, and broaden your 
intellectu<:11 horizons. (For a full program, see the 4 December 1987 issue of Science.) 
Bring this ad and save $5.00 off the student registration fees. On-site registrati9n 
begins at 8:00am, 11 February, in the Hynes Convention Center (Plaza Foyer), 900 
Boylston Street, Boston. Special rates for full-time students: $15 for one day ($10 with 
this ad), $35 for all five days ($30 with this ad). · 
American Association for the Advancement of Science 
~SHODDY_ 
(continued from page 24) 
I can ignore spelling errors (my 
own name included) and poor 
construction in a college paper, but 
please refrain from such shoddy 
journalism in the future, as it does 




Campus Coordinator for the La-
Rouche Democratic Campaign 
Pub 
To the Editor: 
Being a Pub/Nite Grill worker 
for the past two and one half year~, 
I would like to offer some infor-
mation on the MUB Pub Club 
situation. When beer was initially 
taken out of the Pub ( one and one 
half years ago) many people were 
upset, includiqg myself. The most 
disturbing fact ·was that they took 
the beer out over the summer when 
most of the students , were on 
v·acation. 
After this happened, no real fight 
was put up; we just began to work 
with what we had. Attendance was 
average, then MUSO's troubles 
began. MUSO' slack of commitment 
and inconsistent scheduling left the 
MUB Pub almost non-existent.• 
Many freshmen and sophomores 
do not know what the Pub is. I 
consider this a great injustice to 
the younger students. 
Three presidents later, MUSO 
now seems to be running smoothly. 
To this date, MUSO-run events have · 
. gone quite wdl in the Pub. With _ 
the mechanics of operating the Pub . 
out of the way, we must now turn 
our attention to the quality of acts. 
The acts that have performed in 
the Pub this semester (ie .. The Boyz) 
have been of high quality. The few . 
people that do show up seem to 
have a good time: We .must now 
question the lack of. atmosphere 
in the Pub. No matter what you do 
to the MUB cafeteria, it is still jus~ 
that, a cafeteria. 
There are a few solutions to these 
problems. First of all, the Pub must 
be moved to an area designed to 
be a Pub. My suggestion is part of 
the old Channel 11 studio could be 
converted into a Pub. This would 
not be just a bar. The facility would 
have a stage, dance floor, and a small 
snack bar. Therefore, chis would 
become a multi-recreational facility 
for students as well as faculty. 
Now I will discuss the long 
awaited issue, beer. I knQW how the 
Administration feels about beer in 
the Pub, and I sympathi~e with 
Renee Romano (in regards to the 
liability that comes with beer). 
However, I do feel the University 
underestimates our ( the Pub Staff's) 
ability to control the beer. When 
beer was present in the Pub, the 
Liquor Commissioner had repeat-
edly' cited the Pub as one of the 
better run establishments in Dur-
ham. My-staff is well prepared to 
run the Pub once again. If this is 
set up properly, the MUB Pub Club 
will be a nice place to socialize and 
relax, not a place to g~t drunk! I 
am willing co work with the Ad-
ministration and anyone else to get 
this off the ground. I also feel I have 
a plan that can succeed in control-
ling the beer, if only some people 
will listen. Being the Pub Coordi-
nator, I would like to take an active 
role in chis process. · · 
A decision on the MUB Pub Club 
should be made soon because if it 
is not, it may be too late. The result 
will again be the passing of a rule 
· during the summer when a bulk of 
the students are away. 
. Sincerely, 
Joseph W. Dadiego 
Pub -Coordinator 
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. Dave DesMaisons has played well for. thevolleyball team in the early going. (file photo) 
ToughlOss ~or Wildcats to UM 
By Adam Fuller · The team played well and nor should it, with th~ fine blend 
and depth of talent on this team. 
Kinney was supported by gaurd 
Karen Pinkos' 11 points, six 
assists and 4 rebounds. Michelle · 
Altobello had a good night . 
scoring 10 points. 
UNH women's basketball deserved better fate. Late tur-
team traveled to the University · novers killed them and the 
of Maine at Orono Wednesday_ unfortuna_te weak side rebound 
night and were edged 64-63 in by Bouchard destroyed an oth-
_the waning seconds to tl}e Black\ erwise great rebounding per-
Bears in front of 1400 screaming formance by UNH. 
fans. "We had the opportunity to · The Wildcats stand at 13-6 
overall and are coming off a big 
win against ~vy powerhouse 
Harvard. Melissa Pfefferle's 
three point play with tense-
conds remaining gave the. Wil-
cats a 62-60 win. 
This one had the billing-of 1 • win it on four or five occasions 
a · doozy and lived· up to the '· but we didn't do it," said a proud 
pregame expectations. The two but dissapointed Head Coach 
teams squared off in the Black Kathy Sandborn. "We've been 
Bears den with identical con- plagued all year by team re-: 
ference records of 5-1 and it took bounding and tonight we stayed 
a shot in ·the paint by Maine's with them only to be hurt in the 
Rachael Bouchard with no time end'\ 
A Karen Pinkos steal with 20 
- seconds remaining gave the 
left on the clock co ice it. 
Maine, trailing by one 63-62, · 
was inbounding with 6·seconds 
left after two missed UNH free 
throws and was looking to . send 
the Wildcats home in third 
p lace. 
The play started harmlessly 
with Maine getting the ball in · 
play despite tight coverage by 
UNH and just managing to get 
off a shot that fell short with 
3 seconds remaining. 
. With the crowd on its feet and 
both coaches' blood pressure in 
the red zone, the ball was 
rebounded ,by Bouchard (her 
eighteenth) and thrown back 
up for her twenty and twenty 
first- points to give Maine the 
64-63 win. · 
UNH started ·out as they Wildcats the win as she fed 
always do, running up a quick Pfefferle :with a nice srieakaway 
halftime lead of 38-24, only to pass and was fouled in the 
find the Black-J3ears equal to the process of sinking the field goal. 
challenge that has left so many Harvard called time and Pfef-
. opponents paralyzed. fe~le sank the free throw to give 
It took some foul trouble on UNH the two point win. 
UNH's part before Maine fi- Pfefferle nervelessly sank the 
nally caught them, with Kris free throw and when asked of 
Kinney (2-3-1, t;:;.~) fouling. out ~ · h_er· nepves ~ohteel, s.he replied . 
with three minutes left. "Def- : "I was nervous when they called 
ensi:vely we can maintain with time because it delayed the game 
Kris out· of the lineup, but but I overcame it and sank it" . 
offensively we lose our punch,'' The team plays Central Con- . 
· said coach Sandborn. necticut at 1:00 P.M. in Lund-
Kinney is the foc~l point of · 
the UNH offense and with her 
< tting out momentarily, UWH 
stalled allowing Maine to catch 
up. This doesn't happen much, 
holm Gymnasium this Saturday 
so we can all, see our favorite 
and IJ1ost exciting team in 
action. You won't be dissap-
pointed. · . . · r-------------------------------------------
► .... ◄► -► -► -, ◄ ¥ Htc:=: 
WILDCATESSEN 
Volleyball revenge 
By Chuck McCue 
The story for the men's vol-
leyball · team ·this past week was 
one of sweet revenge as the 
Wildcats disposed of Northeast-
ern, the team that knocked them 
out ·of the playoffs last year by 
the score of 3-2 in the best ·of 
five match. 
A lack of ;Ca&_,intensity in the 
first game·had the team doing 
·some soul searching . . Chris Rice 
set up the comeback with some 
"roof" blocks to spark a 15-5 
victory in the second game. 
The third game looked as if 
it would be the same breeze after 
the '.Cats jumped out once again 
to a 14-5 lead due to some smart . 
hitt.ing by Jeff Perham. How-
ever, a quick Huskie comeback 
required the NH men to play 
tight defense. Up to the task 
they held on and won 16-14. 
After dropping game four by 
the reverse, game five was all 
UNH as the Wildcats took- the 
game 1-5 -5 and the match victory 
3-2. -
Pacing the way all night .for 
the 'Cats was precision setting 
. by Mike Marquis. "I fealt really 
confideflt setting tonight. I hope 
it will continue through the rest 
ofthe season," he said after-
ward. 
Captain Dave DesMaisons 
commented on the close match, 
"I thrive on a long and tight 
match. My job as captain is to 
motivate my teamate'.s. I just 
. couldn't see myself letting-us 
lose that last game." 
Prior to Wednesday's match 
the-team had been on son of a 
rollercoaster ride. Saturday they• 
played in the NECVL Tourna-
ment. Their record for the day 
was a disapointing 2-4. Sweep-
ing only WPI and losing to both 
MIT and Boston College in 
straight games. 
Coach Baker said, '.' It was the 
first game experience of the new 
season. It was very positive for 
the f itst year and the younger 
players. As the season goes on 
we will work better together." 
Sunday, UMaine Orono and 
Bates. made their way to Lund- . 
holm Gyin and the 'Gats split 
two tough matches. Bf!-cked by 
the strong play of DesMaisons 
Maine was sent back to the great 
white north not knowing what 
had spiked them. 
Bates would be a different 
story as NH dropped the three 
· game,match 2-1. Bates came out 
flying in the match and UNH 
saw themselves playing catch 
up all afternoon. 
As for now the team looks 
foward to making the playoffs 
and competing against the 
lar er and var it stat 
Men's ·hoop c;ontinues to hav~ tough luck on the road. (file 
photo) 
··········~·~~--~·~·-························~ • • • • • ~ • • • • ~ ~ WORK IN JAPAN ~- • Student ·Managers ~ -. '/ i • ~ • • UNH Dining is seeking the ·best student ma,nagers .. • available for its new' ret<;1il food ~utlet located in Stillings c-- .,.0 • Individuals with a degree and/ or experience in: e.lectronics & electrical •-
-~ 
~- -· • 
-~ 




~apabilities and a committment to excellence. This • corporations/ government ministries should write to: • position offers an attractive working environment, • • Inrernai:io~al Education Services .excellent wages, and evening hours that will not interfere 1• 
~ 
• Shin Taiso Bldg., 10-7, Dogenzaka 2-chome with classes. Pay rate: $7 .00 per hour plus .50 differential • 
~ 
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Sports 
( 
Wildcat women storm pa~t Dartmouth Big Green 
By Richard D' A. vorio 
With a seven game winning 
sueak on the line, the UNH 
women's hockey team met a 
excellent Dartmouth team ( 11-
4-3) Wednesday night at Snively 
Arena. The outcome of the game 
was a' pleasing 6-1 victory for 
the lady 'Cats and a winning 
streak that now stands at eight 
games making their overall 
record 10-1-1. 
Against Darthmouth the 
team took a couple of periods 
to get warmed up, but once they 
were turned on, it was lights out -
for the Big Green. 
"We weren't as sharp in the 
first period," Coach Russ 
McCurdy said about his team. 
"We needed that period tg get 
going. In the second period we . 
did better, but we kept on 
knocking at the doorstep but 
·couldn't get the goals." 
Between the second and third 
period McCurdy told his team 
to, "Keep on doing it and you 
will break that door down," and 
break that door down they did, 
it was more like they exploded 
it with dynamite. 
was Karen Akre (2 assists) and 
Amanda Moors ( 1 goal & 1 
assist). 
The next UNH goal would 
nor come until 11: 15 of the 
second period. This was mostly 
due to the very consistent play 
of DC's goalie Kelly Coyne, who 
had an amazing total of 50 saves 
in the game. 
This second goal was scored 
by Sue Hunt as she picked up 
an Andria Chalupnik rebound 
in front of the net and put- it 
passed the sprawling Coyn~ . 
This would be the only score of 
the second period as Darth-
. mouth was hanging on very 
tough. 
As the third period started 
one could feel something hap-
pening to UNH, a kind of 
awakenjng and rejuvenation of 
sorts, and with just 13 seconds 
into the third . period the time 
bomb went off, igniting 3 UNH 
goals. , 
The passing show UNH gave 
the audience was truly a sight. 
At many times in the third 
period it seemed as if UNH was 
on a power play but when 
looking at the penalty box there 
was rio Dartmouth player tq be 
The first was scored by An-
dria Hunter one of two goals 
on the night for Hunter', giving 
her twelve on the season. About 
a minute later the second came, 
as Stone unleashed a viscious 
slapshot which flew by the 
shoulder of DC's Coyne. Laura,. 
Ptisco and Dianne Robbins 
:;issisted on the blast. 
T e women's hockey team continues to put pressure on opponents. · (file photo) 
found. · 
As the game started it ap-
-peared as if it was going to be 
another typical UNH blow out, 
as Cherly Allwood(l goal & l 
assist) scored on a powerful 
slapshot with just 26 seconds 
into the first period assisting 
Darthmouth's only goal 
would coine at 10: 13 of the last 
period, on a backhand from in 
close that just beat the out-
suetched leg of Tura. Captain 
Liz.Tura owns a very impressive 
.915 save percentage and a 1.72 
goals atairist average in net. She 
stopped a total of 22 Big Green 
shots in the game. _ , 
Amanda Moors who missed 
the last two games with a strep 
throat·came back in great: fa-
shion, scoring the fifth_UNH 
goal at 12:42 as she and Akre 
were on a two on one and Akre 
pulled the defensemen over to 
her along with the goalie and 
gave Moors the puck and an 
open net. M9ors made no mis-
take about it and put the puck 
home. 
·:we reall-y began ro play well 
a-nd our passing was really 
good," a very delighted Moors 
said after the game. 
The lamp would be lit one 
more time, as Hunter deked out 
three Big Green players and put 
a well placed backhand by the 
helpless Coyne. The assist was 
"_by Carol W esron. 
· .The team tra~els to Canada 
today to play in the Concordia 
Invitational Tournament. The 
way the team has ·been playing 
they would have to be consi:-
dered favorite or at least one 
of the favorites to win the 
tournament. ·As Darthmouth 
coach George Crowe put it after 
the game, "UNH is by far the 
best team in the league." 
Wildcat weekend outlook 
Gyrrinastics ... Saturday, 7:00 ... UNH In~itational 
Men's 
loses 
hoop . team 
at buzzer· 
Men's Hockey ... Friday, 7:00 ... at -Boston University 
Women's Hoc~ey.-.. Fri, Sat, Sun ... at Concordia 
Invitational 
Wrestling ... Saturday ... at Northern New Englands 
(Plymouth} 
Men's & Women's Swimming._..Saturday, 
4:00 ... UMass 
Women's Track ... Saturday, 1:0o .. -.at Maine 
Men's Basketball ... Sunday, 2:00 ... Colgate 
·women':s Basketball ... Saturday, · 1: 00 ... Central 
Connecticut 
By Richard D' Avolio 
In sports, when ~ team plays 
,well enough to ~in and at the 
buzzer finds themselves down 
by one, the sport becomes ~ore 
then a game, it's a learning 
experience, not just of athletics 
but of life. Such was the case 
with the UNH men's basketbail 
team and no game can define 
this better then Wednesday's 
game at Colgate. 
"We did everything but win 
the game," said a disheartening 
coach Gerry Friel. The Wildcats 
were beat at· the buzzer by a 
three poim shot. Needless to 
say, it was a long bus ride home. 
The game had three ditterent 
stages set by UNH. The first 
half the Wildcats played great 
and after two quarters they were 
up by 28-19. Fourteen of th.Qse 
points coming from UNH scor-
ing leader Derek Counts. 
As the second half .started 
Colgate began to play some v~ry · 
aggressive basketball and in an 
eleven minute span had taken 
th~ lead by an amazing thirteen 
pomts. 
Coach Friel, in the second half 
deciced to replace the starting 
, · backcourr of Counts ahd Keith 
Carpent~r with Mike Lunney 
and Tom Hammer and the 
move paid off. 
Due to the great playing of 
Lunney and;Rammer who had 
11 pts. in 7 minutes -along with 
freshmen Timmy Lewis who 
· was 5 of -6 from the lin~, the 
wildcats -found thems~lves up 
by two with 19 seconds left. The 
see -saw score of the game 
traveled through the course of 
4 quarters. · 
Still a three point bomb at the 
buzzer destroyed the valiant 
comeback the wildcats ma:de. 
The final score of the game 
was a very depressing 58-5 7, in 
favor of the Colgate Red Raid-
- ers. "This loss can be classified 
as disheartening and upsetting 
as any loss in my 19-years at 
{!NH," Coach Friel said. 
On a positive note, Coach 
Friel commented on the teams 
attitude. "Even though we're 
losir:ig the games we're staying 
very close together, and that is --
what's impo~ram." ,, 
With afl the tough rimes the 
team is facing, it is safe to say 
things can only get better. The 
team plays Colgate again on 
Sunday here at Lundholm gym, 
where revenge should be a 
factor. 
